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MICHAEL T. SILLERMAN 
PARTNER 
PHONE  212-715-7838 
FAX  212-715-7832 
MSILLERMAN@KRAMERLEVIN.COM 

July 30, 2009 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS & EMAIL

Robert Dobruskin 
Director 
Environmental Assessment and Review Division 
New York City Department of City Planning 
22 Reade Street 
New York, NY 10007 

 Re: 53 West 53rd Street 
  CEQR No. 09DCP004M  

ULURP Nos. 090431ZSM & 090432ZSM
    
Dear Mr. Dobruskin:  

I write to clarify a statement made during my oral testimony to the City Planning 
Commission at the July 22nd public hearing regarding the above-referenced project.  In response 
to a question from Commissioner Knuckles regarding the height of the proposed building, I 
stated that “It’s not a blocky, bulky building, it doesn’t have shadow impacts.”  In fact, as 
discussed in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the project, dated May 2009, the 
building was deemed to have a significant shadow impact on one historic resource, the Fifth 
Avenue Presbyterian Church, during the June 21st analysis day.  On that day, the proposed 
building would cast incremental shadow on the Church’s south facing stained glass windows for 
approximately 1 hour and 20 minutes.  My testimony was directed at the point that a tower casts 
a more narrow shadow, and of a shorter duration, than would a shorter, bulkier building, and for 
that reason towers were favored at one point as a preferred architectural form, for example in the 
1961 Zoning Resolution. 

  Thank you for the opportunity to clarify my testimony. 

Very truly yours, 

Michael T. Sillerman 



Robert Dobruskin 
53 West 53rd Street 
July 30, 2009 
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NYC City Planning Commission Hearing, July 22, 2009 

Testimony of Carol Willis in favor of the proposed tower at 53 W 53rd Street 

Good afternoon.  My name is Carol Willis, and I am an architectural historian and the 
founder and director of The Skyscraper Museum in lower Manhattan (although I should 
stress that I am here today as an individual expressing my own views, not making an 
official statement from the Museum).  

I am here to speak in favor of the proposed tower at 53 W 53rd Street. I was asked to 
consider testifying by my colleague Barry Bergdoll of MoMA, and I replied that I would 
be delighted, because I think this is such an important project for New York. I am 
confident that this building will be an impressive, innovative, artistic and engineering 
accomplishment and an enduring landmark for the City. 

Jean Nouvel, of course, is one of the world’s most original and acclaimed architects. I 
have followed his work for at least twenty years. Recently, his brilliantly inventive work 
for cultural institutions has been matched by a series of designs for paradigm-busting 
towers, such as Barcelona’s multi-colored Torre Agbar. That Nouvel now has several 
commissions in New York is to be celebrated.

The design for 53 W 53rd is a work worthy of New York’s historical role as the premier 
city of towers. It is a scheme that makes reference to New York’s tradition of form-
shaping zoning laws, just as it cleverly operates within the current code. The design has a 
“Mies-gone-mad” quality in its illogical-looking diagrid of Seagrams dark metal and 
glass. This is not a polite tower: thank God.

Some testifying today, I suspect, will say that they admire the architect and his design, 
but that it should not be built on this particular site. I’d like to argue, though, that this is 
likely the only place in New York that this tower could be built.  So, in the brief time that 
remains, let me focus on this point that I think others might not pursue. 

Some time ago, I wrote a book entitled Form Follows Finance that showed how 
skyscrapers are products of complex equations of multiple factors of site, municipal 
regulations, aesthetics, and economics. The last, I emphasized–economics–is key in 
commercial real estate. In general in New York, within their eras, most high-rise 
buildings look very similar: they represent a “vernacular of capitalism.”  Stand-out 
buildings break the mold, usually by exceptional height––as with the Empire State 
Building, Chrysler, or the World Trade Center––or by formal contrariety, as with 
Raymond Hood’s American Radiator Building or the stone slab of the RCA Building at 
Rockefeller Center.  53 W 53rd  is a stand-out building of both types: height and form, and  
I think it is guaranteed to be a building that will rank with the aforementioned landmarks.   

Exceptional buildings everywhere are also the marriage of talented architects and clients 
willing to invest a bit extra for great design and quality materials: think of the Seagram 
Building and 1 Chase Manhattan Plaza. You have this marriage in Nouvel and the 



developer Hines, which has a distinguished record of working with leading architects on 
very high-quality projects. What I want to underscore, though, is that word “invest,” 
because––despite the great (arguably public) benefit the deal will have in providing new 
space for MoMA––this is a commercial project that will rise (or not rise) depending on 
the “form follows finance” equation. It takes a certain number of stories and square feet 
of space to make this deal work. And this is certain to be a very expensive building to 
realize.  

Clearly, this tower gains cache from its connection to MoMA, and the art collectors and 
international elite who are likely to purchase the apartments there will be paying a 
considerable premium for its status. This premium will allow an exceptionally expensive 
skyscraper to build make economic sense. Indeed, I suspect that there is no other site in 
Manhattan that could balance the “form follows finance” equation of this design.  

For its absolute uniqueness, then, I would urge the Commission to approve the proposal 
for the Jean Nouvel tower at 53 W 53rd Street.
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               2                   P R O C E E D I N G S 

               3                   STAFF MEMBER:  Borough of 

               4      Manhattan, calendar numbers 25 and 26.  District 

               5      five, calendar number 25, C 090431 ZSM. 

               6      Calendar number 26, C 090432 ZSM, granting 

               7      special permits concerning 53 West 53rd Street 

               8      and the Museum of Modern Art. 

               9                   Madam Chair, we have read this 

              10      notice incorrectly.  This is a Public Hearing 

              11      being held by the City Planning Commission 

              12      concerning the ULURP items to receive comments 

              13      related to the Draft Environmental Impact 

              14      Statement for this application. 

              15                   THE CHAIR:  Okay.  Now, as is our 

              16      custom, we have a number of speakers in favor of 

              17      the application and a number of speakers who are 

              18      speaking against the application.  We'll start 

              19      with a half an hour of speakers who are in 

              20      favor, then we'll go to speakers in opposition. 

              21      And we'll begin with speakers in favor with 



              22      Glenn Lowry. 

              23        Commissioner Cantor recused himself 

              24      from this item. 

              25                   STAFF MEMBER:  So noted. 
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               2                   MR. LOWRY:  Good morning.  I'm 

               3      Glenn Lowry, the director of the Museum of 

               4      Modern Art.  Madam Chairperson, Commissioners, 

               5      it's a real thrill for me to be here to talk to 

               6      you briefly as you review the project proposed 

               7      for 53 West 53rd Street, and to share with you 

               8      our enthusiastic support for the exhilarating 

               9      steel and glass tower designed by Pritzker prize 

              10      winning architect Jean Nouvel, to be developed 

              11      on the site by an affiliate of Hines interests. 

              12                   The Museum of Modern Art selected 

              13      Hines as a developer for the project because we 

              14      strongly believe in the integrity of the firm 

              15      based upon their exemplary history of 

              16      development.  The way Hines carefully selects 

              17      architects for their buildings and carries out 

              18      their projects is impeccable.  We were 

              19      especially pleased that Hines chose the 

              20      prestigious architectural firm of Jean Nouvel, 

              21      who we think has created some of the most 



              22      interesting and important buildings anywhere in 

              23      the world.  And that talent of his is strongly 

              24      echoed in the design of the striking building 

              25      proposed for the site. 
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               2                   The Museum of Modern Art has always 

               3      embraced world class architects throughout its 

               4      history, and even in 1932 founded the first 

               5      architectural department of any museum in the 

               6      country.  And over the last eighty years we have 

               7      consistently organized ground breaking exhibits 

               8      that examined the way architecture can affect 

               9      the building environment. 

              10                   As part of Jean Nouvel's proposed 

              11      new building, the Museum of Modern Art gallery 

              12      space will be expanded on the second, fourth and 

              13      fifth floors by a total of 39,500 square feet, 

              14      connecting seamlessly to our existing permanent 

              15      collection galleries on these floors. 

              16        This gallery expansion will enable 

              17      us to show even more of our magnificent 

              18      collection to the public.  Since the added space 

              19      on the second floor is double height space, 

              20      which is why there's no third floor, this 

              21      affords us even greater opportunity to exhibit 



              22      many of our major sizable works of contemporary 

              23      art, such as those by Richard Serra and Martin 

              24      Puryear.  In fact, the contemporary galleries on 

              25      the museum's second floor will double in size 
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               2      with this addition. 

               3                   More gallery space will also 

               4      address the crowding in our current galleries 

               5      and provide an improved experience for our 

               6      current level of attendance, since we do not 

               7      foresee an increase in attendance as a result of 

               8      expanding our existing galleries.  With more 

               9      room to show more works of art, the museum will 

              10      continue to drive and to garner the attentions 

              11      and support of future generations of museum 

              12      going public, reinforcing our mission and 

              13      efforts to be one of the foremost museums of 

              14      modern art in the world. 

              15                   I want to take this opportunity to 

              16      express our commitment to working with our 

              17 midtown neighbors and Community Board 5 on 

              18      issues that affect us all.  These include our 

              19      managing the visitor entry process in the most 

              20      effective and least disruptive manner possible, 

              21      as visitors sometimes use the neighborhood 



              22      sidewalks as a place to line up. 

              23                   (Bell rung) 

              24                   MR. LOWRY:  We would -- 

              25                   THE CHAIR:  Could you, I'm sure 
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               2      there will be questions for you, if you could 

               3      conclude your remarks?  We have a number of 

               4 speakers.  I just remind everybody has three 

               5      minutes and we'll try to keep it that to that. 

               6      We always keep it to that.  If you could sum up. 

               7                   MR. LOWRY:  Sure.  We also are 

               8      committed to improving the efficiency and 

               9      lessening the impacts upon our neighbors of 

              10      truck deliveries, and improving the operation of 

              11      buses dropping off and picking up students at 

              12      the museum.  And we are delighted that Borough 

              13      President Stringer and his staff have supported 

              14      this project, citing our commitment towards 

              15      increased efforts in working with our neighbors. 

              16      And I'm here to assure you that that is 

              17      absolutely our intention. 

              18                   THE CHAIR:  All right, thank you 

              19      very much.  Let me see if there are questions 

              20      for you from the Commission. 

              21                   I know there are concerns about how 



              22      you're going to be managing the success of the 

              23      museum in terms of the lines.  Maybe you can 

              24      speak about that now, or are there subsequent 

              25      speakers who may be addressing that issue?  I 
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               2      know that will be coming up, that will be a 

               3      subject. 

               4                   MR. LOWRY:  Well, I'm happy to 

               5      address it briefly for you. 

               6                   THE CHAIR:  Good. 

               7                   MR. LOWRY:  Because it's a 

               8      balancing act.  We made a commitment to the city 

               9      in our last project to broaden and expand the 

              10      base of our audience, and to diversify it.  And 

              11      we implemented free hours and a whole range of 

              12      programs that actually bring in something like 

              13      750,000 people a year to the museum who don't 

              14      pay admission.  And thus on Friday nights when 

              15      we are free to the public, there is a 

              16      considerable number of people who come to the 

              17      museum. 

              18                   We also recognize it has an impact 

              19      on the community.  And there's a balancing act 

              20      that needs to be worked out.  We have an 

              21      outstanding visitors services department that is 



              22      looking at ways of diminishing those crowds and 

              23      moving them into the museum more rapidly through 

              24      online ticketing and a range of other 

              25      initiatives that would accelerate the process. 
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               2                   We also understood in the last 

               3      expansion that there would be an increase in our 

               4      attendance, and predicted that that would grow 

               5      our attendance from about 1.6 million people a 

               6      year to 2.5 million, which is exactly what 

               7      happened.  And we have I think a high degree of 

               8      confidence that these expanded galleries that we 

               9      will get in this project, should it be approved 

              10      and go forward, would not have a meaningful 

              11      impact on attendance.  So in a way the situation 

              12      I think can be managed as it is. 

              13                   THE CHAIR:  Thanks.  Any other 

              14      questions, any questions from the Commission? 

              15                   (No response) 

              16                   THE CHAIR:  Thanks very much, 

              17      always good to see you. 

              18                   The next speaker is Michael 

              19      Sillerman.  He'll be followed by Jean Nouvel. 

              20         MR. SILLERMAN:  Good morning, Madam 

              21      Chair and Commissioners.  My name is Michael 



              22      Sillerman of Kramer Levin, counsel for the 

              23      project.  Which is a proposed 82 story mixed use 

              24      building designed by Jean Nouvel, the 2008 

              25      Pritzker prize winner.  A mixed used building of 
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               2      680,000 square feet, two through five the 

               3      museum, up to eighteen is hotel, above that to 

               4      82 is residential. 

               5                   The zoning shown to the right 

               6      includes the MoMA complex, St. Thomas Church, 

               7      the American Folk Art Museum and the Museum 

               8      Tower and Condominium in four midtown zoning 

               9      districts.  It involves the utilization of floor 

              10      area from two designated landmarks, 136,000 

              11      square feet from the University Club, which 

              12      would be transferred by means of a 74-79 special 

              13      permit, and approximately 275,000 square feet 

              14      from St. Thomas Church, which would be utilized 

              15      through a 74-711 special permit to enable 

              16      certain zoning modifications to the project, 

              17      which also has 31,000 square feet of Folk Art 

              18      air rights purchased benefits, and provides 

              19      substantial benefits to four nearby non profit 

              20      institutions, MoMA, the Folk Art Museum and the 

              21      University Club and St. Thomas Church. 



              22                   The Landmarks Commission approved a 

              23      restoration program and a continuing maintenance 

              24      program, and also found with respect to the 

              25      question of harmonious relationship that the 
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               2      proposed bulk waivers would have no effect on 

               3      the relationship between the proposed building 

               4      and the landmarks, due to the distance between 

               5      the proposed buildings and the landmarks shown 

               6      on the plan at the right, because it's 476 feet 

               7      from St. Thomas Church Rectory, and 538 feet 

               8      from the University Club, a length typical of 

               9      many city blocks. 

              10                   In this land use phase with regard 

              11      to those impacts, 74-79 requires a determination 

              12      of whether the proposed transfer of floor area 

              13      unduly increases the bulk density or intensity 

              14      of use of the new project, and 74-711, whether 

              15      the bulk modifications have minimal adverse 

              16      effects in terms of scale, location and access 

              17      to light and air.  We believe the project meets 

              18      these findings because the building largely 

              19      complies with a height and setback regulations 

              20      for the C6.6, C5-2.5 and the C5 zoning districts 

              21      in which it's located, with waivers necessary 



              22      only to establish a functional floor plate on 

              23      the upper floors, and distribute floor area away 

              24      from the landmarks and the Preservation 

              25      District.  Moreover, the development site is not 
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               2      a typical mid block site.  It's located very 

               3      close to Sixth Avenue, with approximately 43 

               4      percent of its lot area in the C6.6 and 15 FAR 

               5      zoning district. 

               6                   (Bell rung) 

               7                   THE CHAIR:  I saw you submitted 

               8      nine pages here.  I was wondering how you were 

               9      going to match your watch to the nine pages. 

              10      You have to conclude, but I don't know. 

              11                   MR. SILLERMAN:  I tried to do three 

              12      pages. 

              13                   But the approach of this project 

              14      has been to respect the basic massing of 

              15      midtown.  It's significantly underbuilt along 

              16      54th Street because you have the garden, you 

              17      have the demolition of the Dorset Hotel, which 

              18      was nineteen stories.  In the last phase, where 

              19      we are transferring another 60,000 feet away 

              20      from the C5P.  So the whole construct of this 

              21      and the whole development of the MoMA campus has 



              22      been to have a garden underbuilt and respect the 

              23      zoning on 54th Street and move into the midtown 

              24      zone along 53rd street.  And, as Mr. Nouvel will 

              25      explain to you, the height and setback massing 
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               2      is the basic inspiration of this building.  So 

               3      we think we meet the findings that way. 

               4                   THE CHAIR:  So but could you just 

               5      explain the line drawing that's in the center of 

               6      the white board, please? 

               7                   MR. SILLERMAN:  Yes.  And the other 

               8      point is, this building is only 161 feet taller 

               9      than an as-of-right building that you could 

              10      build on the site.  That's what's shown in the 

              11      middle drawing.  So remember that this is a high 

              12      density midtown district.  It's basically a 

              13      complying building, and it's underbuilding 54th 

              14      Street, and it's moving bulk away from the 

              15      landmarks and from the lower density zone. 

              16                   THE CHAIR:  Okay.  So this comes to 

              17      another issue that is just bedeviling me 

              18      personally, maybe others, is that you have an 

              19      extraordinarily talented architect and a very 

              20      dynamic and for me personally a thrilling 

              21      design.  However, what is to assure me and the 



              22      Commissioners and the City that this glorious 

              23      design isn't going to turn into the as-of-right 

              24      massing, which would be a calamity? 

              25                   MR. SILLERMAN:  Right.  We are in 
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               2      discussions with staff to make sure that the 

               3      plans that are adopted reflect the requirements 

               4      of 74-711 and 74-79 and your design concerns. 

               5      These are different special permits than some 

               6      others that you've seen there.  They are 

               7      directed toward design and toward massing.  And 

               8      I think that the text gives you many explicit 

               9      ways of making sure that what you see is what 

              10      you get. 

              11                   THE CHAIR:  Well, it deals with the 

              12      setbacks and the rear yard equivalents, et 

              13      cetera.  It does not deal with the top of the 

              14      building.  And how this building meets the sky 

              15      is not only in the tradition of great New York 

              16      buildings, but it's absolutely essential that it 

              17      culminate in a very sophisticated and 

              18      distinguished apex.  And there's nothing in the 

              19      design controls or text that assures that, 

              20      unless you can find out a way to give me that 

              21      comfort. 



              22                   MR. SILLERMAN:  74-79 has language 

              23      that the Commission can give due consideration 

              24      to the building developed in terms of materials, 

              25      design, scale and location of bulk, number one. 
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               2      And number two, you're granting waivers based on 

               3      a very particular design. So I think that there 

               4      are the tools to address the kind of specificity 

               5      and the concerns that you have in the text as it 

               6      is. 

               7                   THE CHAIR:  Okay.  We'll be looking 

               8      forward to having that assurance. 

               9                   Nat Leventhal, I'm sorry, and then 

              10      Kenneth. 

              11                   COMM. LEVENTHAL:  Thank you. 

              12                   Would this be the tallest building 

              13      in the city? 

              14                   MR. SILLERMAN:  It's 1,250 feet, is 

              15      that -- 

              16                   A VOICE:  Yes. 

              17                   MR. SILLERMAN:  Is that the 

              18      tallest? 

              19                   A VOICE:  Yes. 

              20                   A VOICE:  No, no. 

              21                   MR. SILLERMAN:  We will give you 



              22      the data, we have that.  It's certainly in the 

              23      range of the Empire State Building. 

              24                   THE CHAIR:  It's below the Empire 

              25      as I understand it, it's higher than the bulk of 
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               2      the Empire State Building, but not its tower. 

               3      Not its tower. 

               4                   Ken? 

               5                   COMM. KNUCKLES:  Well, I guess my 

               6      question is an extension of Nat's question.  And 

               7      I agree with the Chair with regard to the 

               8      aesthetic consequences of the alternatives, and 

               9      that this is a superlative design.  But, 

              10      Michael, what do you say to the, what I think is 

              11      the essential concern of the Community Board 

              12      here that the building is just too tall? 

              13                   MR. SILLERMAN:  That's the concept 

              14      of tower, and with midtown zoning the floor area 

              15      here is not that great.  It's 650,000 square 

              16      feet.  And in terms of the environmental impact, 

              17      there's only 120 hotel units and 150 residential 

              18      units.  And what you're doing is you're 

              19      extruding that bulk to a tall narrow tower. 

              20      It's not a blocky, bulky building, it doesn't 

              21      have shadow impacts.  I mean, that's why at a 



              22      certain point towers were considered a very good 

              23      architectural design.  They have actually less 

              24      impact than a broad, you know, Soviet slab, 

              25      chunky building. 
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               2                   And also I should say in terms of 

               3      making sure that you get what you're looking 

               4      for, remember, this is the builder of 383 

               5      Madison Avenue, this is the builder of -- 

               6      Taniguchi designed both of those, actually had 

               7      much more of an envelope to build in.  And you 

               8      had the quality and the result I think very much 

               9      of what you were seeing. 

              10                   THE CHAIR:  Yes, Angela Cavaluzzi. 

              11                   COMM. CAVALUZZI:  Also I appreciate 

              12      the rendering that you have there, but we did 

              13      ask and I believe the Chair had asked for more 

              14      of a skyline view or a section to cover a little 

              15      bit more of the area than what you're showing. 

              16      So I don't know if that's coming up.  But I 

              17      think, especially if this is, well, one of the 

              18      tallest buildings in the city, I think it's 

              19      important to understand it as part of the 

              20      skyline of at least of midtown.  So I'm not sure 

              21      what you're going to be showing us later. 



              22                   The other question is the 

              23      as-of-right in the middle, is that as-of-right 

              24      without allowing the special permit to transfer 

              25      the 136,000 square feet from the Landmark, or 
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               2      are you talking about -- 

               3                   MR. SILLERMAN:  Yes.  This is no 

               4      bulk way, so you lose St. Thomas and you 

               5      can't -- you lose all of the University Club air 

               6      rights.  You can't transfer some of the C5P. 

               7      You can't transfer part of the St. Thomas air 

               8      rights.  So you don't have any -- you have much 

               9      lower benefits to the landmark.  But that's a 

              10      massing that you can do as-of-right under your 

              11      current midtown text. 

              12                   COMM. CAVALUZZI:  Okay, thank you. 

              13                   THE CHAIR:  Any other questions 

              14      from the Commission? 

              15                   (No response) 

              16                   THE CHAIR:  Okay, great.  Thank 

              17      you, Michael. 

              18                   The next speaker is Jean Nouvel. 

              19      And don't start the clock until they get set up. 

              20                   Okay. 

              21                   MR. NOUVEL:  Ladies and gentlemen, 



              22      to win a competition like this in Manhattan -- 

              23                   THE CHAIR:  You have to pull the 

              24    microphone up a little bit. 

              25                   MR. NOUVEL:  Sorry, closer? 
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               2                   THE CHAIR:  Yes. 

               3                   MR. NOUVEL:  I will take it. 

               4                   To win a competition like this in 

               5      Manhattan, and in a neighborhood like this is of 

               6      course a very important moment for an architect. 

               7      You can imagine that.  And for a French 

               8      architect to arrive in New York City like this. 

               9                   And every time when I arrive in an 

              10      historical city I try to find what I call the 

              11      missing piece of the puzzle.  And what I -- that 

              12      was a special competition because Hines asked us 

              13      to propose two solutions, one at the end of what 

              14      we think, another one very reasonable or 

              15      something like this, or with a rectangular 

              16      block.  And I think when we did this like size, 

              17      the uncertain became evident.  And a lot of 

              18      people don't understand why is the building this 

              19      high or so high.  A skyscraper is high.  Also 

              20      here, all the rectangular blocks are already 

              21      here. 



              22                   And of course before I designed 

              23      that, I look at the written story of the 

              24      skyscraper in New York City.  And I was 

              25      particularly interested by the Luc Ferry 
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               2      (phonetic) drawing in 1922 I think, and this 

               3      contrast with needles.  Because when we create 

               4      the shape like this, you have the sky coming 

               5      down in the street.  And when you look at that, 

               6      you have the best picture in the street.  I 

               7      don't know if we can show that.  The building 

               8      with a slope open to the sky. 

               9                   So the feeling when you are a 

              10      pedestrian is to have a lighter building than if 

              11      you build a block.  And the shadow on the street 

              12      is not all the same because you have a rim of 

              13      light between the buildings.  So that was a base 

              14      of that. 

              15                   And after -- I research how to do 

              16      that.  And when I look at the midtown setback, I 

              17      saw that with a special shape of this site would 

              18      arrive to a very interesting profile, and that 

              19      is what you can see here.  And I try to be as 

              20      close as possible of this first, of this first 

              21      consequences of your roots.  And -- 



              22                   (Bell rung) 

              23                   MR. NOUVEL:  What is that?  I have 

              24      to stop?  Bell rang. 

              25                   (Laughter) 
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               2                   MR. NOUVEL:  Already? 

               3                   (Laughter) 

               4                   MR. NOUVEL:  They said to me five 

               5      or ten minute talk. 

               6                   THE CHAIR:  All right, I'm sure 

               7      there are going to be questions for you.  But 

               8      finish that thought that you just started. 

               9                   MR. NOUVEL:  Yeah, okay.  It's a 

              10      very short exercise. 

              11       No, what I propose here is to have 

              12      a kind of stretcher, because a stretcher of the 

              13      building has to be a pyramidal.  And I propose 

              14      to live in a kind of stretcher, and to be 

              15      totally in the sky. 

              16                   Can you see the -- can you show 

              17      from the side?  I think it's important.  And the 

              18      images of the base of the building as well as 

              19   the roots of the stretcher. 

              20                   And what is interesting with this 

              21      shape, we arrive very -- not only to a kind of 



              22      random system with a kind of net.  And this net 

              23      is a greater stretcher (inaudible,) and if you 

              24      stand far back you are far away in the serenity 

              25      of the stretcher.  And when you are inside, you 
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               2      have the feeling that you have no minions, you 

               3      are really in the sky. 

               4                   And what is important also, from 

               5      the same point of view, if we build a skyscraper 

               6      like this with this on display and link it with 

               7      the MoMA, it's also the image of the city and 

               8      the image of the MoMA.  And it's a kind of flag, 

               9      or link it to a sport.  And when you see the 

              10      building, the skyscraper in the skyline, you can 

              11      just imagine the skyline, to understand that it 

              12      is within the rhythm of the city, something 

              13      belonging to the city.  Of course I have the 

              14      ambition to create a new landmark for the city 

              15      because a live city has to go on.  If it's not a 

              16      live city, we have also to create a landmark of 

              17      high epoque. 

              18                   THE CHAIR:  So I'm going to stop 

              19      you there and see if there are questions from 

              20      the rest of the Commissioners. 

              21                   There are not.  Oh, okay, Betty 



              22      Chen. 

              23                   COMM. CHEN:  Good afternoon, 

              24      Mr. Nouvel.  It's wonderful to have you here 

              25      with us today. 
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               2                   And just to follow up on a point 

               3      that several other Commissioners made, that 

               4      currently the tallest building in New York City 

               5      is the Empire State Building, which is beloved 

               6      by New Yorkers and people all around the world. 

               7      With the proposed waiver that's come before us, 

               8      this building would be 1,250 feet high.  That's 

               9      the second tallest building in New York.  Taller 

              10      than the Bank of America, the New York Times 

              11      building, the Chrysler Building, GE, and all of 

              12      these buildings that are really jewels on the 

              13      skyline.  And in fact the highest occupied floor 

              14      of the Empire State Building is approximately a 

              15      thousand feet high, which is two hundred -- the 

              16      occupied floors, the highest occupied floors of 

              17      this proposed building would be two hundred feet 

              18      above that, above those occupied floors of the 

              19      Empire State Building. 

              20                   So could you just, you touched on 

              21      this a little bit at the end of your last 



              22      response, but could you discuss a bit more about 

              23      that height and massing of the building on the 

              24      skyline during the daytime and also in the 

              25      evening?  Sort of what contribution this 
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               2      particular building would make to the iconic 

               3      skyline of Manhattan. 

               4                   MR. NOUVEL:  You have to understand 

               5      that this building is not on the same scale, 

               6      because the height is not the only parameter of 

               7      the scale.  The scale is also the dimension. 

               8      It's a small building, and it's 650,000 -- no, 

               9      650,000 square feet.  It's not a huge building. 

              10      So it's for MoMA to have a building of this size 

              11      and this high. 

              12                   But also the site is very 

              13      particular.  And I think this rhythm, we see 

              14      that here, we see that also in the city is 

              15      really particular.  But in the skyline of the 

              16      city has not the same importance than the other 

              17      one.  You see that it is slimmer, it's modest in 

              18      one way because it's only a needle, to use a 

              19      word of Luc Ferry. 

              20                   So this building, we do not have 

              21      all the drawings here, but you talk about the 



              22      sharp end of the building and it will -- with 

              23      holes inside because you will have an integral 

              24      system inside of the system or so and different 

              25      things, and lets the light through.  And during 
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               2      the night of course we did a proposal of -- in 

               3      the spirit of the city also to have a light at 

               4      the top of the building, but also the light 

               5      coming on some ways from the roots of the 

               6      building.  But not on all the stretcher, on 

               7      different points, on different lines. 

               8                   So it is very important also of 

               9      course to have a good feeling of this building 

              10      during the night and during the day and 

              11      during -- and with every kind of weather.  And I 

              12      think this skyline of this building is a very 

              13      strong identity. 

              14                   And also when I talk about the 

              15      missing piece of the building is you arrive in a 

              16      rhythm, in music, you arrive musically here, 

              17      because it cannot be in another place, it is 

              18      designed to be here.  It's not an independent 

              19      building.  It's something really in relationship 

              20      with the skyline around. 

              21                   THE CHAIR:  Are there other 



              22      questions for Jean Nouvel?  Yes, Karen Phillips. 

              23                   COMM. PHILLIPS:  Mr. Nouvel, thank 

              24      you very much for coming in and describing your 

              25      building. 
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               2                   One of the things, as the fellow 

               3      Commissioners have mentioned, the height, but 

               4      the Empire State Building and even the World 

               5      Trade Center, the top of those buildings had a 

               6      public place where even though, I mean it was a 

               7      striking facilities in the skyline, but it was 

               8      something that the average, well, the citizen 

               9      could enjoy or be able to experience.  This, 

              10      because of its shape and because of the uses of 

              11      the private residences as well as the hotel, do 

              12      you envision that the top or something near the 

              13      top of this building would have any kind of 

              14      public accessibility?  Of course it all means 

              15      very different things now with our new security, 

              16      but do you foresee or even working, and it may 

              17      be something that your client talks about, but 

              18      this symbol, knowing that it is the, a MoMA in 

              19      the skyline, but is there any public use close 

              20      to the top of this? 

              21                   MR. NOUVEL:  For me it is very 



              22      important that it is a mixed use tower and not a 

              23      single use.  And for the MoMA it's a particular 

              24      building on two, three and four.  It's 50,000 

              25      square feet, it's a significant area, more in 
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               2      the -- for the exhibitions of the MoMA, and the 

               3      hotel. 

               4                   But you can imagine that with that 

               5      profile you cannot see it because you are on the 

               6      side, but when you see the profile of the 

               7      building you can imagine that we cannot put one 

               8      lift, we cannot put one stair.  This is very -- 

               9      it's very important to have this needle at the 

              10      end.  And this is immaterial at the end.  So we 

              11      cannot go at the top of every tower. 

              12        And but I think this building will 

              13      be important in the skyline, will be important 

              14      in the meaning also because you know when you 

              15      see that that it is the MoMA and a very 

              16      important neighbor in the neighborhood.  But you 

              17      cannot go at the top. 

              18                   But it's also a dream.  When the 

              19      skyscraper is the name, you are in the clouds. 

              20      So it's something completely, completely -- it's 

              21      again immaterial also.  It's not a building at 



              22      the end, this sharp shape has to be -- has to 

              23      disappear into the sky. 

              24                   COMM. PHILLIPS:  Thank you. 

              25                   THE CHAIR:  Are there any other, 
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               2      Dan, are there any other?  Betty? 

               3                   COMM. CHEN:  Could you please put 

               4      the board that's on the ground now with the two 

               5      horizontal panoramas, could you please just put 

               6      that up? 

               7                   MR. NOUVEL:  Yes. 

               8                   THE CHAIR:  A little bit to the 

               9      left because the Commissioners can't see it when 

              10      you put it there. 

              11                   COMM. CHEN:  I don't think we 

              12      received these in our briefing materials.  It 

              13      might be useful to see these. 

              14                   THE CHAIR:  We did not.  And it 

              15      would be helpful if the applicant could just 

              16      send us copies of these. 

              17                   And I assume that you didn't bring 

              18      a model today? 

              19                   MR. NOUVEL:  I think we have a 

              20      small model.  I think.  I don't know where 

              21      but -- 



              22                   THE CHAIR:  That would be also 

              23      useful.  Oh. 

              24                   COMM. CAVALUZZI:  Just from the 

              25      renderings that are from the park it doesn't 
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               2      look as needle like, and I'm just wondering, 

               3      could you put the model to the view that you 

               4      would see from the park?  I just want to 

               5      understand the massing, because on those 

               6      photographs it's very difficult.  So I don't 

               7      know if you could turn it that way a little bit, 

               8      yeah. 

               9                   THE CHAIR:  And if you could just 

              10      explain which is the north-south side on the 

              11      model for the Commission. 

              12                   A SPEAKER:  Yeah.  Well, this is 

              13      Sixth Avenue here.  So this is the north 

              14      direction. 

              15                   THE CHAIR:  Okay. 

              16                   COMM. CAVALUZZI:  I'm sorry, so -- 

              17                   THE CHAIR:  So we are looking from 

              18      Central Park. 

              19                   Okay.  Any other questions for Jean 

              20      Nouvel? 

              21                   (No response) 



              22                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you so much. 

              23                   MR. NOUVEL:  Thank you. 

              24                   THE CHAIR:  We will now switch to 

              25      speakers in opposition.  And you could leave the 
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               2      images unless if you want to take them down. 

               3                   Is the Assembly Member here?  Does 

               4      anybody know?  Okay, because I know Assembly 

               5      Member Gottfried is coming, but he's not here 

               6      yet. 

               7                   So the next speaker is John 

               8      Beckmann.  I'll read a few names so you can get 

               9      ready.  John Beckmann, to be followed by Marlene 

              10      Markoff, to be followed by Joan Stuart and 

              11      Charles Isaacs. 

              12                   Mr. Beckmann?  Is Mr. Beckmann 

              13      here?  Okay, he's not.  Marlene Markoff?  And 

              14      Joan Stuart and then Charles Isaacs. 

              15                   MS. MARKOFF:  Good afternoon. 

              16                   THE CHAIR:  Good afternoon. 

              17                   MS. MARKOFF:  I'm a friend -- my 

              18      name is Marlene Markoff and I'm a friend of the 

              19      block association. 

              20                   And yesterday I was sitting in a 

              21      terrace which would face this building.  My 



              22      feeling is that by constructing this building in 

              23      this particular location, it would definitely 

              24      compromise the integrity and personality of this 

              25      neighborhood.  This neighborhood has suffered 
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               2      recently by the loss of the Donnell Library, 

               3      which was a jewel and had a lot of cultural 

               4      impact.  Certain things when they're lost just 

               5      can't be replaced.  Putting a building like this 

               6      just doesn't fit. 

               7          I respect architecture greatly, I 

               8      respect the architect.  My uncle that I'm very 

               9      proud of was an award winning architect that 

              10      worked with a major New York City firm.  So the 

              11      architecture is gorgeous.  It's the location 

              12      that we are questioning. 

              13                   The block association from what I 

              14      heard is very reasonable.  They were okay with 

              15      the 25 story building, and all of a sudden they 

              16      were faced with something like this.  They 

              17      weren't really prepared for that. 

              18                   The museum is only using a few 

              19      floors.  If it was lower and smaller they'd 

              20      still have what they needed from it.  There are 

              21      lots of impacts that will be felt by the people 



              22      that live here.  When you're sitting here you 

              23      don't live there.  But if you were facing it, if 

              24      you were in this place, you would understand 

              25      that it really feels very strange to have this 
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               2      kind of building at this height in such a 

               3      location.  And it's on such a small parcel of 

               4      land that it's incongruous to me that this could 

               5      have ever started in the first place.  It just 

               6      isn't what I would ever think something like 

               7      this could be put.  It's kind of an intruder. 

               8                   And my feeling about zoning, and 

               9      I'm very naive about this, but I think that this 

              10      is the kind of a thing that a zoning board was 

              11      created to prevent.  Where I live I've suffered 

              12      from a lack of good zoning, it's really very 

              13      poorly done.  I honestly think that you should 

              14      consider, not -- don't be awestruck by the 

              15      architecture, because it's magnificent.  But 

              16      picture yourself sitting across from it.  If 

              17      this is your home, if you lived here, just 

              18      picture yourself living with this kind of 

              19      building.  You think of the Empire State 

              20      Building, it's not in the middle of somebody's 

              21      neighborhood.  Other buildings, they're in a 



              22      commercial zoning.  It's a whole different 

              23      kettle of fish. 

              24                   So it's a great idea, and maybe it 

              25      could be placed someplace else.  I think 
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               2      somebody got carried away. 

               3                   And I'm just going to leave with 

               4      one word.  Bigger isn't always better.  It's 

               5      something to seriously consider.  And I've heard 

               6      the board kind of pick at it, you're kind of 

               7      understanding some of it.  There's a couple of 

               8      problems with it.  The fact that it doesn't have 

               9      a public thing.  It's a little bit too privately 

              10      orientated and not public orientated.  And it's 

              11      not considering the impact on the neighborhood. 

              12                   Thank you. 

              13                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you.  Are there 

              14      any questions from the Commission?  Karen? 

              15                   COMM. PHILLIPS:  Excuse me?  Could 

              16      you just tell us where you live, please? 

              17                   MS. MARKOFF:  I'm sorry, what's 

              18      that? 

              19                   COMM. PHILLIPS:  Could you just 

              20      tell us where you live? 

              21                   MS. MARKOFF:  Yes.  Actually I'm a 



              22      librarian.  That's how got involved with this at 

              23      all.  But I live in New Jersey.  But my 

              24      connection to New York is very strong.  And 

              25      here's my connection.  My husband worked for the 
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               2      City of New York.  We were both born here. 

               3                   If you live in a suburb, you know, 

               4      this is my beloved block because I spent my 

               5      college years at the library on this block.  So 

               6      it doesn't -- I don't live there, but I was 

               7      asked to help in my library capacity, especially 

               8      the other struggle. 

               9                   So I know that it might sound very 

              10      alien to you, but my whole life has really 

              11      resolved around New York City.  My husband gave 

              12      many years of service to this city, as did I. 

              13      So anything that happens to this city, it may 

              14 sound funny, but it really is personal, you 

              15      know, we feel deeply about it.  I'm like about 

              16      twenty miles from here, so it's kind of close. 

              17                   THE CHAIR:  Thanks a lot. 

              18                   And I discovered John Beckmann. 

              19      There's quite a crowd outside, I just didn't 

              20      realize, and he's fighting his way through the 

              21      crowd.  He couldn't get here by the time I 



              22      called, so I'll now have John Beckmann as the 

              23      next speaker. 

              24                   MR. BECKMANN:  Hi.  I'm John 

              25      Beckmann and I have a design firm here in 
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               2      Manhattan.  And I've been in business for twenty 

               3      years and I personally have lived here my whole 

               4      life, and consider myself a keen advocate of 

               5      good design and the arts.  And I've been 

               6      following the developments of the Hines project 

               7      with particular interest. 

               8                   Excuse me for one second. 

               9                   So I've been following the 

              10      developments of the Hines project with 

              11      particular interest since it was first announced 

              12      in November '07.  What I'm more focused on is 

              13      the principal issue, which is the tower's 

              14      colossal height of 1,250 feet, which puts it in 

              15      the same category as the Chrysler Building.  I 

              16      think the sliver of glass, the sliver of a tower 

              17      by Jean Nouvel is outrageously tall for a 

              18      midtown, mid block location, and would cast a 

              19      shadow to the edge of Central Park.  In a 

              20      worldly context it would be 200 feet taller than 

              21      the Eiffel Tower and four times the size of Big 



              22      Ben. It is a glass spike driven into the heart 

              23      of New York City. 

              24                   I think the design was created 

              25      during the period of what former Fed Chairman 
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               2      Alan Greenspan infamously called a period of 

               3      rational exuberance.  What is even more 

               4      outrageous to me is that the developers have 

               5      requested an additional eight floors.  For what? 

               6      The arguments for the hurried approval seem to 

               7      be taking place in this kind of alternative 

               8      reality. 

               9                   I have a proposal with I think 

              10      implications that should be taken seriously.  We 

              11      took the identical program and looked at various 

              12      ways in which it could be accommodated, and came 

              13      up with some interesting ideas.  In terms of 

              14      scale, our design is about half the size of the 

              15      Hines tower, and it mirrors the height of the 

              16      MoMA tower designed by Cesar Pelli.  We have 

              17      designed a public arcade that connects 53rd and 

              18      54th Street.  And we would also provide entry 

              19      into a community center, possibly the Donnell 

              20      Library, as well as additional museum entrances, 

              21      as well as an entrance in the residential 



              22      library. 

              23                   Programmatically the design is 

              24      mixed use, and the museum extension on three 

              25      floors, on three levels that forms an 
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               2      intertwining mobius strip within the arcade 

               3      itself.  The mixed use residential tower, the 

               4      mixed use residential apartment, hotel begin 

               5      above this grand arcade.  The grand arcade 

               6      mimics the scale of Taniguchi's elevation on the 

               7      west side of the MoMA garden, and continues 

               8 along the MoMA building line and setbacks along 

               9      54th Street.  It also make a linkage to the 

              10      public passageway next to the Saran and CBS 

              11      building, and a parking lot and a loading dock 

              12      would be located below grade on the 54th Street 

              13      side, and would help alleviate some of the 

              14      congestion issues. 

              15                   (Bell rung) 

              16                   MR. BECKMANN:  Can I just wrap it 

              17      up? 

              18                   THE CHAIR:  Wrap it up. 

              19                   MR. BECKMANN:  Sure. 

              20                   THE CHAIR:  But really wrap it up. 

              21                   MR. BECKMANN:  Okay.  In addition, 



              22      our design proposes a wide range of green spaces 

              23      and wells in the cleavage or gap between the two 

              24      towers of our design.  In these articulations 

              25      there would be small urban spaces interconnected 
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               2      to bridges, ramps and staircases, forming what 

               3      would be thought of as a vertical town or 

               4      neighborhood. 

               5                   In closing, our proposal seeks to 

               6      engage in a much needed public dialogue about 

               7      the Hines/MoMA tower, and we think our proposal 

               8      reflects a broad range of cultural diversity and 

               9      influences, and begins to articulate an urbanism 

              10      with a difference, and that represents a 

              11      thoughtful meditation on a humanistic design for 

              12      New York. 

              13                   Thank you. 

              14                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you very much. 

              15      There may be questions for you. 

              16                   (No response) 

              17                   THE CHAIR:  There are not.  Thanks 

              18      so much for coming. 

              19                   MR. BECKMANN:  Sure. 

              20                   THE CHAIR:  The next speaker is 

              21      Joan Stuart.  Joan Stuart will be followed by 



              22      Charles Isaacs, and then Tony Martonk, Martonk. 

              23                   MS. STUART:  Yes.  My name is Joan 

              24      Stuart.  I'm a member of the 54th 55th Street 

              25      Block Association. 
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               2                   I am not an expert, but I wanted to 

               3      talk about aesthetics.  A blank, white canvas 

               4      hanging in a museum wall is not a great work of 

               5      art.  And the current major installation at the 

               6      MoMA, entitled Waste Not, wherein the entire 

               7      contents of a woman's home are displayed, 

               8      including old blankets, pots and pans, broken 

               9      toys and other brickabrack is also not great 

              10      art.  I advise you, I suggest that you all visit 

              11      that installation just to get your own opinion. 

              12      And an 82 story glass and steel tower is not 

              13      necessarily an architectural wonder but, with 

              14      all due respect, just an oversized phallus. 

              15                   I want to talk about selling air 

              16      rights.  Although legal, the whole concept of 

              17      selling air is surreal.  But when a church 

              18      transfers air space to fund the renovation of 

              19      its stained glass windows without concern for 

              20      the ramifications of this sale, it is more than 

              21      surreal.  It's immoral.  And the church is 



              22      supposed to be in the business of morality. 

              23                   Finally, the danger.  A co-worker 

              24      of mine watched a construction worker fall to 

              25      his death during the building of the Trump Tower 
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               2      on Varick and Spring Street.  A crane crashed 

               3      into the building in the spot where he was 

               4      working, sending him to his death.  That 

               5      building was 40 floors high.  The MoMA/Hines 

               6      building will be more than twice the size, and 

               7      machinery will be operated from way below, from 

               8      one of the most congested side streets in 

               9      Manhattan.  One does not need much of an 

              10      imagination. 

              11                   I urge you to put a halt to this 

              12      project as currently planned.  Thanks. 

              13                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you.  Any 

              14      questions? 

              15                   (No response) 

              16                   THE CHAIR:  I understand that 

              17      Assembly Member Gottfried has arrived? 

              18        ASSEMBLY MEMBER GOTTFRIED:  Yes. 

              19                   Good afternoon.  I am Assembly 

              20      Member Richard Gottfried.  I represent the 75th 

              21      Assembly District in Manhattan, which includes 



              22      the site of the proposed MoMA/Hines building. 

              23                   A building of this magnitude on a 

              24      mid block location violates the basic principles 

              25      of New York City zoning and good urban planning. 
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               2      It should not be allowed. 

               3                   In order to permit the transfer of 

               4      development rights to 53 West 53rd Street from 

               5      the two landmarks, the Planning Commission must 

               6      approve special permits under Section 74-711 or 

               7      74-79.  St. Thomas Church, a landmark in good 

               8      condition, is applying for a special permit to 

               9      sell all 275,000 square feet of its air rights. 

              10      If St. Thomas Church wants to upgrade its 

              11      building, it should do what congregations do, 

              12      and turn to its members. 

              13                   The University Club is applying for 

              14      a special permit to sell all of its 136,000 

              15      square feet of air rights, presenting a 

              16      preservation plan which also falls short of 

              17      demonstrating any financial need. 

              18                   Neither landmark is in danger of 

              19      deterioration, nor has a stated lack of 

              20      resources.  It is wrong for the church and the 

              21      University Club to finance their operations by 



              22      imposing the burden of the MoMA/Hines building 

              23      on their neighbors.  Both are currently in good 

              24      condition with ongoing maintenance plans.  There 

              25      is no quote, unquote burden that needs to be 
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               2      relieved, and no Landmark Preservation purpose 

               3      to be served by the air rights sale. 

               4                   However, there is substantial 

               5      public burden resulting from the excessive 

               6      height and density, shadows, traffic and other 

               7      impacts the proposed tower will impose on the 

               8      community.  While the Environmental Impact Study 

               9      asserts no, quote, significant adverse effect, 

              10      unquote, of shadows from the MoMA/Hines tower, 

              11      that is preposterous.  The building would be 

              12      1250 feet high, as tall as the Empire State 

              13      Building.  Unlike other skyscrapers, the 

              14      MoMA/Hines site is not on a wide avenue or a 

              15      wide cross town street, it is mid block on a 

              16      narrow, mixed use side street, with its back on 

              17      a residential street. 

              18                   A 74-711 permit requires a finding 

              19      that the building will relate harmoniously to 

              20      the transferring landmark.  Some argue that 

              21      because of the distance between the development 



              22      site and the landmark, the harmoniousness 

              23      standard would be met.  But the harmful impact 

              24      that the tower will have on St. Thomas Church 

              25      and the surrounding area is substantial, despite 
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               2      that distance. 

               3         It is shocking to think that a 

               4      building of this size can be put near this 

               5      landmark church simply because when -- pages 

               6      stuck together -- simply because when you are 

               7      standing next to the church you cannot see the 

               8      top of the tower without craning your neck. 

               9                   (Bell rung) 

              10        ASSEMBLY MEMBER GOTTFRIED:  With 

              11      respect to the University Club, the zoning text 

              12      is clear.  There must be a preservation plan 

              13      that benefits the landmark without adding a 

              14      burden to the community. 

              15                   The final point I would just 

              16      quickly state is that the traffic and pedestrian 

              17      impacts of adding a hundred story building to 

              18      this neighborhood would be massive.  And 

              19      MoMA/Hines has an obligation to come forward 

              20      with a substantial mitigation plan, which of 

              21      course they have not. 



              22                   Non profit organizations are 

              23      increasingly -- 

              24                   THE CHAIR:  Assembly Member, if you 

              25      could conclude, please. 
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               2         ASSEMBLY MEMBER GOTTFRIED:  Yes. 

               3      -- are increasingly imposing this kind of 

               4      structure on our communities, allegedly for 

               5      their non profit purposes. It is an abuse of 

               6      the community and of our laws that this 

               7      commission should not allow.  Thank you. 

               8                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you.  Let me see 

               9      if there are questions for you. 

              10                   (No response) 

              11                   THE CHAIR:  There are not.  Thanks 

              12      for coming. 

              13        ASSEMBLY MEMBER GOTTFRIED:  Thank 

              14      you. 

              15                   THE CHAIR:  The next speaker is 

              16      Charles Isaacs, who will be followed by Tony 

              17      Martonk and then Carole Lazio. 

              18                   MR. ISAACS:  Hello, thank you. 

              19                   I was gratified earlier to hear of 

              20      the Commission's concern for the real residents 

              21      of Coney Island, and I hope that that extends to 



              22      the real residents of midtown Manhattan who will 

              23      be effected by this project.  I'm a resident of 

              24      25 West 54th Street, I should say a full time 

              25      resident, so I'm directly across from the museum 
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               2      from this seven floor black granite front. 

               3                   I think that everyone in this 

               4      neighborhood will be seriously affected by this 

               5      project.  It's out of all proportion to the 

               6      neighborhood.  It will cut off air and light to 

               7      everyone.  It's a very charming street if you've 

               8      been on it.  It has townhouses and mixed uses of 

               9      things.  But the museum is by far the greatest 

              10      resident of that south side of the street. 

              11                   According to zoning regulations, 

              12      one of the goals is to continue the historic 

              13      pattern of relatively low building bulk in mid 

              14      block locations compared to patterns for 

              15      frontages.  I think this building would be in 

              16      clear violation of that idea.  The streets in 

              17      this area are already really choked with 

              18      traffic. 

              19                   I think it's foolish to believe 

              20      their Environmental Impact Statement that says 

              21      the traffic would not be increased. 



              22      Particularly because the project has no 

              23      provision for a drive through loading dock, 

              24      which is already a considerable problem on the 

              25      block.  Modern has a loading dock, which they 
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               2      rarely use.  It's much easier for big trucks to 

               3      pull in in the traffic lane, which they block 

               4      off, and load artwork in and out of the trucks 

               5      from there.  They also do this quite regularly 

               6      for the many parties that are catered there, 

               7      both for museum functions and for business 

               8      functions. 

               9                   There's also no provision for taxi 

              10      or limo waiting lanes at this new giant 

              11      building, and obviously people will be coming 

              12      and going from that location very often.  That 

              13      will also close down another traffic lane. 

              14                   I'm also concerned that tax 

              15      abatements will be granted to the developer, 

              16      which will further penalize normal residents and 

              17      business owners in the area by subsidizing what 

              18      is obviously luxury housing and luxury hotel 

              19      space. 

              20                   There's good reason these enormous 

              21      buildings are by law confined to avenues.  I 



              22      would urge the Commission to enforce the letter 

              23      and spirit of the law, and to assert that giant 

              24      mid block buildings are a danger to any 

              25      neighborhood and should not be permitted.  I ask 
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               2      that you reject the proposal as it's submitted. 

               3        I'm also disappointed to think an 

               4      institution as distinguished as the Modern can't 

               5      come up with a better idea for an interesting 

               6      tower in this location, and I certainly think 

               7      that Mr. Nouvel would be up to an interesting 

               8      lower, smaller building. 

               9                   Thank you. 

              10                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you.  Next 

              11      speaker, Tony Martonk, Martone possibly.  Then 

              12      Carol Lazio and then David Achelis. 

              13                   MR. MARTONE:  Tony Martone, 

              14      representing the Warwick New York Hotel. 

              15                   Madam Chairwoman, Committee 

              16      members.  Along with a number of other issues 

              17      that the Warwick Hotel at 65 West 54th Street is 

              18      concerned with, one that hasn't been adequately 

              19      addressed by Hines or by anyone else that I can 

              20      see is a report by the New York State Department 

              21      of Homeland Security that was issued on July 2nd 



              22      that stated that the same qualities that make 

              23      the City's buildings recognized as icons of 

              24      design, culture and talent also make them 

              25      continuous targets of terrorism. 
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               2                   This building, built on such a 

               3      small footprint, comes right to the building 

               4      line.  There is no adequate space for anti-ram 

               5      devices or columns to protect a truck from 

               6      driving into this building.  They cite the -- 

               7 Commissioner Kelly, New York City Police 

               8      Department, cites the intelligence that since 

               9      September 11th, 2001 there have been ten actual 

              10      plots targeting tall city buildings that have 

              11      been thwarted by various government agencies. 

              12                   This building would unfortunately I 

              13      think become a target and a danger to the entire 

              14      neighborhood and would endanger MoMA.  When you 

              15      look at the fact that one of the World Trade 

              16      Center buildings was destroyed when a tower came 

              17      down. 

              18                   No one has addressed this.  This 

              19      building comes to the building line.  The 

              20      sidewalk is far too narrow to put any kind of 

              21      anti-ram devices on it, and it's a very well 



              22      populated block along with the hotel.  And I 

              23      haven't seen anything, any literature at all 

              24      that tells me how this building is going to be 

              25      protected in case of a terrorist attack. 
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               2                   Thank you. 

               3                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

               4                   Carol Lazio? 

               5                   MS. LAZIO:  Hello.  I live two 

               6      blocks from the proposed building site.  And I'm 

               7      here to request that the Commission reject the 

               8      transfer of air rights that are supposed to 

               9      justify the dramatic change in the bulk of the 

              10      project whose approval is being considered. 

              11                   In December 1979 the Landmarks 

              12      Preservation Commission issued a 235 page survey 

              13      which defined the Special Midtown Preservation 

              14      Subdistrict within which this project falls, and 

              15      outlined the specific objectives concerning 

              16      future development in the area.  In 2007 MoMA 

              17      received approval for expansion permits that 

              18      respect existing zoning stipulations.  Its 

              19      application for a 285 foot, 25 story, 250,000 

              20      square foot tower, an authentic as-of-right 

              21      proposal, accomplished its stated need to expand 



              22      the museum's galleries and storage without 

              23      compromising the general purposes of the Special 

              24      Preservation Subdistrict. 

              25                   Now the applicant's experts claim 
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               2      that there is virtually no difference to area 

               3      residents and businesses or to the environment 

               4      between the 25 story as-of-right building and a 

               5      1250 foot, 82 story, Mr. Nouvel said 650,000 

               6      square feet but I've seen 786,562 square foot 

               7      skyscraper, I've seen that other size.  They're 

               8      both practically three times the size of the 

               9      original proposal. 

              10                   Indeed, the announcement MoMA has 

              11      already posted in a ground floor corridor 

              12      proclaims that Nouvel tower's distinctive 

              13      silhouette was inspired by the City's 1916 

              14      zoning setback requirements, which provide for 

              15      daylight at street level.  But even the 

              16      applicant's own experts acknowledge that at a 

              17      certain time of day a shadow will affect the 

              18      Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church, and that in 

              19      summer shadows will also fall on the landmark 

              20      Rockefeller apartments.  So they will lose light 

              21      on the facade and garden for approximately a 



              22  half hour in the late afternoon. 

              23                   Actually, studies that have been 

              24      done on behalf of local residents show the whole 

              25      area between West 53rd Street and Central Park 
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               2      South from Fifth Avenue to Seventh Avenue will 

               3      often be in shadow.  Yet, in addition to the 

               4 1916 setback requirements, a goal explicitly 

               5      stipulated in paragraph C of Section 81-00 of 

               6      the 1979 Preservation Subdistrict survey is to 

               7      control how buildings impact access to light and 

               8      air on streets and avenues.  Other goals set out 

               9      in paragraphs B, E and F of the same section are 

              10      stabilizing development in midtown, continuing 

              11      the historic pattern of relatively low building 

              12      bulk in mid block locations compared to avenues, 

              13      and preserving the historic architectural 

              14      character of development. 

              15                   Given these -- 

              16                   (Bell rung) 

              17                   MS. LAZIO:  Two sentences.  Given 

              18      these goals, how does the developer's DEIS 

              19      justify the claim or ask anybody to believe that 

              20      the proposed project, now 82 stories high, would 

              21      have no greater impact on the district and its 



              22      purposes than a 25 story as-of-right building? 

              23      The applicant's evaluation of the -- 

              24                   THE CHAIR:  Would you please 

              25      conclude in two seconds? 
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               2                   MS. LAZIO:  The applicant's 

               3      evaluation of the proposed building impact is 

               4      inadequate, short-sighted and inaccurate, and a 

               5      transfer of air rights that would result in such 

               6      negative effects on the community -- 

               7                   THE CHAIR:  Please conclude. 

               8                   MS. LAZIO:  -- should not be 

               9      permitted. 

              10                   THE CHAIR:  Okay, thanks very much. 

              11                   The next speaker is David Achelis. 

              12                   MR. ACHELIS:  Achelis, yes. 

              13                   THE CHAIR:  Achelis, and then 

              14      Eileen Ensig-Brodsky. 

              15                   MR. ACHELIS:  Madam Chairman, 

              16      Commission, my name is David Achelis.  I am a 

              17      member of the 54th-55th Street Block 

              18      Association.  And I've lived on 56th Street for 

              19      over thirty years. 

              20                   In light of some of the earlier 

              21      testimony we heard this morning from the 



              22      Vanderbilt Avenue project, the Green Haven 

              23      project, the Broadway project, it's exciting to 

              24      see that there is responsible, community driven 

              25      development projects in the works. 
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               2                   And then we have MoMA/Hines.  If 

               3      you really want to know what the excitement 

               4      about MoMA/Hines is all about, all you have to 

               5      do is go down to 54th Street and have a look at 

               6      this lot.  They want to build a building as tall 

               7      as the Empire State Building on a lot that's 

               8      roughly the size of a McDonald's drive through. 

               9                   I've got one or two thoughts I'll 

              10      share with you. 

              11                   I'm wondering if the parishioners 

              12      from St. Thomas Church and members of the 

              13      University Club are aware of what is being done 

              14      in their name with their landmark air rights. 

              15      I'm wondering if the Museum of Modern Art has 

              16      reached out to their neighbors, neighbors like 

              17      CBS, the Financial Times, the Warwick Hotel and 

              18      the residents of 54th Street explaining exactly 

              19      what they're planning to do with this project. 

              20      I'm wondering why the most expensive museum in 

              21      New York is playing at real estate development. 



              22      And I'm wondering why the desires of a small 

              23      group of developers are being given more 

              24      consideration than the needs of an entire 

              25      community.  Let's reject this arrogant proposal 
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               2 and bring this project back to earth. 

               3                   Thank you very much. 

               4                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

               5                   Eileen Ensig-Brodsky, and then 

               6      Anita Rubin and then David Schneiderman. 

               7          MS. ENSIG-BRODSKY:  Good morning, 

               8      Council.  I'm Eileen Ensig-Brodsky.  I live at 

               9      159 West 53rd Street. 

              10                   And I can tell you that I am 

              11      frightened stiff.  If an ambulance or a fire 

              12      truck or a police car had to come to my building 

              13      on Seventh Avenue across 53rd Street or turn 

              14      down 54th Street, at this point the traffic is 

              15      so stifling that you can barely move on those 

              16      streets.  As it is been explained and said 

              17      before, if you're putting an 85 story building, 

              18      there's going to be more and more congestion on 

              19      that block.  I don't care how gorgeously it's 

              20      designed, and it is. 

              21                   I moved to 53rd Street because I 



              22      was going to be close to what is really my 

              23      second home, and that's MoMA.  Since I was a 

              24      little kid, and that's a very long time ago, I 

              25      have been brought down to MoMA.  It has 
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               2      literally shaped my life.  I married a painter, 

               3      my daughter is in the arts.  But I've seen the 

               4      transformation of what was once the cultural 

               5      seat of this city transform into a greed driven, 

               6      profit making piece of realty.  And everything 

               7      that I loved about midtown, about MoMA, is being 

               8      lost. 

               9                   We mustn't sacrifice all of the 

              10      careful planning that is guardian to this city 

              11      that you as a committee are here to preserve, to 

              12      allow this kind of self aggrandizement to take 

              13      over the middle of this city.  I hope you will 

              14      give that consideration in your final vote. 

              15                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              16                   Anita Rubin? 

              17                   MS. RUBIN:  Madam Chairman and 

              18      Commissioners, a group of us are here because we 

              19      really are outraged by the proposed building 

              20      that MoMA/Hines is going to, wants to erect.  We 

              21      from the block association are urging you to 



              22      vote against the MoMA/Hines development project, 

              23      which is an 82 story building on a narrow, 

              24      double sided lot between 53rd and 54th Street. 

              25                   I'm glad that I was sitting here 
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               2      from ten o'clock to hear other presenters.  And, 

               3      like other people, I was very, very pleased to 

               4      see that there was great consideration 

               5      considered to the community in most of those 

               6      projects, including green space, community space 

               7      and so forth.  Yet, that is totally lacking in 

               8      the MoMA/Hines project.  In fact, the developer 

               9      is asking this commission to ignore all the 

              10      other zoning regulations that have been put in 

              11      place to protect the community, including the 

              12      height of the building, the lack of setbacks, 

              13      pedestrian circulation, and the ability to allow 

              14      greater floor space based on the sale of air 

              15      rights from two landmark buildings at the other 

              16      end of the block. 

              17                   If allowed, the MoMA/Hines project 

              18      will have a negative impact on our midtown 

              19      neighborhood.  It is in total -- and I reinforce 

              20      neighborhood.  I'm a resident of that 

              21      neighborhood for 32 years.  And it is a 



              22      neighborhood.  It is not just commercial midtown 

              23      Manhattan.  We are a vibrant community.  It's in 

              24      total contradiction to the concept of 

              25      alleviating congestion in midtown Manhattan. 
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               2      Allowing this project represents a sell out to 

               3      moneyed interests as opposed to representing the 

               4      interests and quality of life of the many people 

               5      like me who live and work in this neighborhood. 

               6                   And now I want to comment a little 

               7 bit about MoMA.  I recently -- and it's a 

               8      concern about the community and protection.  And 

               9      perhaps, I know that there are many 

              10      representatives of MoMA here, and I hope my 

              11      criticism now will be taken very seriously.  I 

              12      recently went to MoMA as I'm a neighbor one or 

              13      two blocks away, and I took a friend from out of 

              14      town with me.  She had a backpack.  We walked 

              15      into MoMA, we went over and she checked her 

              16      backpack.  There was not one guard at any point 

              17      in the building, including where we checked the 

              18      backpack, who looked inside the backpack, who 

              19      checked it.  There's absolutely no regard for 

              20      anyone who might walk into that building and 

              21      blow the entire building up.  She could have 



              22      left her backpack in the coat room and walked 

              23      out, and there could have been a bomb in there. 

              24      It could have destroyed the entire building. 

              25                   So I'm saying this to all the MoMA 
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               2      representatives to please reconsider your 

               3 concern about the public and protecting the 

               4 building, the art and the public as well. 

               5                   (Bell rung) 

               6                   MS. RUBIN:  I'd like to conclude by 

               7      saying that I would like this project to be null 

               8      and void.  And there should be consideration for 

               9      public space, setbacks, underground parking, and 

              10      there should be more community interest, concern 

              11      from this museum towards the neighborhood. 

              12                   Thank you very much. 

              13                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              14                   I see that our time is, it is time 

              15      now to switch to speakers in favor.  The first 

              16      will be Chi Chan, followed by William Wright and 

              17      followed by Julie Sloan. 

              18                   MR. CHAN:  Commissioners, Madam 

              19      Chair, I'm Chi Chan, the environmental 

              20      consultant on the EIS.  I'm going to address 

              21      some of the questions and issues regarding 



              22      traffic and activities on the 53rd and 54th 

              23      Street that we heard. 

              24                   53rd and 54th Street are both 

              25      designated through streets in Manhattan.  The 
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               2 morning peak hour has the highest traffic 

               3      volumes, with nearly 700 vehicles on 53rd Street 

               4      and just over 500 vehicles on 54th Street.  I'm 

               5      not sure if you can see the numbers there, but 

               6      the graph is shown on the board. 

               7                   Overall, traffic flows on 54th 

               8      Street is better than on 53rd Street and other 

               9      cross town streets in this area. 

              10                   Currently 53rd Street has five 

              11      driveways, including three loading docks and two 

              12      garages.  On 54th Street there are eight 

              13      driveways and six loading docks and two garages. 

              14      On 54th Street we have observed on a typical day 

              15      there are 25 deliveries during the morning peak 

              16      hour, over half of which are being made on the 

              17      street. 

              18                   The EIS had analyzed a worst case 

              19      development scenario of 167 hotel rooms and 300 

              20      apartments, as compared to the intent to build 

              21      much fewer hotel rooms and apartments.  So the 



              22      trip estimates, which are based on the larger 

              23      development program, is therefore conservative, 

              24      and uses up to 29 total deliveries a day for the 

              25      buildings, with up to three deliveries during 
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               2      the morning peak hour, or approximately one 

               3      delivery every twenty minutes. 

               4                   Our observations also show that the 

               5      Warwick Hotel across the street, which has about 

               6      three times as many hotel rooms, had only one 

               7      delivery during the morning peak hour.  So 

               8      realistically we are looking at about only one 

               9      to two deliveries during the morning, and these 

              10      deliveries will even occur with the as-of-right 

              11      building. 

              12                   To accommodate these deliveries, we 

              13      are proposing a loading dock on 54th Street. 

              14      This loading dock is required because our 

              15      building will have over a hundred thousand 

              16      square feet of hotel use.  A single delivery 

              17      truck backing into the loading dock generally 

              18      takes about thirty seconds to a minute, because 

              19      both sides of 54th Street already have no 

              20      standing any time regulations, leaving more 

              21      space for traffic to pass.  The duration of 



              22      traffic disruption would be even less. 

              23                   We believe that having this loading 

              24      dock on 54th Street would be the most sensible 

              25      proposed venue from traffic perspectives, since 
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               2      for zoning the loading docks on 53rd Street are 

               3      not allowed.  And traffic flow and the curbside 

               4      regulations are more favorable on 54th Street. 

               5                   THE CHAIR:  Will you be sure to 

               6      leave us your testimony so we can read it? 

               7                   MR. CHAN:  Sure. 

               8                   THE CHAIR:  And there may be 

               9      questions for you.  Angela Cavaluzzi. 

              10                   COMM. CAVALUZZI:  I'm not sure, 

              11      will you just point out on the map where you're 

              12      talking about putting the loading dock, or I may 

              13      have missed this. 

              14                   MR. CHAN:  It would be right here 

              15      (indicating.) 

              16                   COMM. CAVALUZZI:  And what's your 

              17      response to the community that mentions that the 

              18      loading docks that exist now are not used and 

              19      most of the time they just drive up and load and 

              20      unload? 

              21                   MR. CHAN:  Well, currently MoMA has 



              22      three loading docks.  Well, one is for the 

              23      museum tower and two for MoMA operations.  One 

              24      is for general deliveries and one for museum 

              25      art.  Right now about half of the deliveries, 
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               2      half of them are curbside.  They only generally 

               3      last about five minutes.  For the larger 

               4      deliveries that take much more time, they would 

               5      back into the loading dock. 

               6                   COMM. CAVALUZZI:  And is that your 

               7      observation when there were field studies, that 

               8      they were using the loading docks for the larger 

               9      deliveries? 

              10                   MR. CHAN:  Right.  We were there at 

              11      that time for a whole day from seven a.m. to 

              12      seven p.m., and we see trucks backing in and 

              13      they usually take about a half minute to a 

              14      minute.  And it's actually more efficient for 

              15      the quicker deliveries to happen on curbsides, 

              16      because backing in obviously would have some 

              17      disturbance as well. 

              18                   COMM. CAVALUZZI:  Thank you. 

              19                   THE CHAIR:  Any other questions? 

              20                   (No response) 

              21                   THE CHAIR:  Okay, thank very much 



              22      for your testimony. 

              23                   The next speaker is William Wright. 

              24                   REV. WRIGHT:  Good afternoon, Madam 

              25      Chairwoman and members of the Commission.  I am 
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               2      William Wright, Senior Warden of St. Thomas 

               3      Church, which favors the Hines/Nouvel 

               4      development project for a number of reasons. 

               5      Firstly, we believe that the tower will be an 

               6   elegant addition to our neighborhood. 

               7                   Secondly, our century old 

               8      landmarked church will receive desperately 

               9      needed funds for essential maintenance and 

              10      repair through the sale of approximately 275,000 

              11      square feet of development rights to Hines to 

              12      build the Nouvel tower.  Like all churches, 

              13      pledges from our faith-based community of 

              14      congregrants are the core of our support. 

              15      However, while our parishioners are generous, 

              16      these pledges amount to less than a quarter of 

              17      our annual budget of $10 million. 

              18                   As many of you know, St. Thomas 

              19      Church has embarked on a massive project to 

              20      restore the seriously damaged and deteriorating 

              21      stained glass windows for which the church is 



              22      famous.  This $22 million project is the largest 

              23      stained glass window restoration in the country. 

              24      Thirty-six windows in all, and it's possibly the 

              25      world's largest project.  Our consultant, Julie 
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               2      Sloan, will explain shortly why this project is 

               3      vital to maintaining the integrity of the church 

               4      fabric and not merely cosmetic in nature. 

               5                   Unfortunately, we have had to stop 

               6      the project when it is less than half completed 

               7      because our fundraising efforts and our 

               8      endowment funds have been seriously impacted by 

               9      the current economic environment.  The sale of 

              10      development rights will allow the church to 

              11      restart and complete the stained glass project. 

              12                   In addition, and separate from 

              13      special projects like the windows, the costs of 

              14      routine maintenance of the church building are 

              15      enormous and unpredictable, ranging up to one 

              16      million dollars in any given year.  By 

              17      rebuilding our endowment with the air rights 

              18      proceeds, we will ensure our ability to maintain 

              19      our landmark building in a first class condition 

              20      for centuries to come. 

              21                   Commissioners, please understand 



              22      this.  St. Thomas never before has had an offer 

              23      like Hines, and it is highly unlikely, certainly 

              24      we dare not assume, that there ever will be 

              25      another.  The church's landmark status means 
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               2      that apart from the sale of air rights, we are 

               3      precluded from realizing any of our property 

               4      value to defray the very expensive cost of 

               5      maintaining and preserving this Fifth Avenue 

               6      icon. 

               7                   Claims that because our building is 

               8      well maintained now we have no true concern for 

               9      its future maintenance are belied, eloquently 

              10      and sadly, by the number of churches in New York 

              11      that once were vibrant and now are derelict or 

              12      have disappeared.  The conveyance of our 

              13      development rights to the Nouvel tower will 

              14      ensure that St. Thomas does not join their 

              15      ranks, but rather remains one of the city's most 

              16      significant landmarks. 

              17                   We applaud Hines and Jean Nouvel, 

              18      and I would be happy to answer any questions. 

              19                   THE CHAIR:  Thanks.  Are there any 

              20      questions for William Wright? 

              21                   (No response) 



              22                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you so much for 

              23      your testimony. 

              24                   REV. WRIGHT:  Thank you. 

              25                   THE CHAIR:  Julie Sloan? 
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               2                   MS. SLOAN:  Good afternoon.  Madam 

               3      Chair and Commissioners.  I'm Julie Sloan, the 

               4      stained glass consultant to the St. Thomas 

               5      Church. 

               6                   As William Wright said, the 

               7      restoration of the stained glass windows in the 

               8      landmark church is the largest such project in 

               9      the country.  We have 36 windows totaling over 

              10      9,000 square feet, and hundreds of thousands of 

              11      individual pieces of glass.  The windows are set 

              12      in complex, High Gothic stone frames.  There are 

              13      18 large windows in the clerestory, which is the 

              14      largest picture on the board, that are each 32 

              15      feet tall and 20 feet wide, and a magnificent 

              16      rose window that's 25 feet wide.  The building, 

              17      which was designed by the famous firm of Cram, 

              18      Goodhue & Ferguson in 1911, is so beautifully 

              19      proportioned that most people don't realize the 

              20      size of the windows when they visit the church. 

              21          Although stained glass typically 



              22      does not require restoration for about a 

              23      century, these windows suffer from a group of 

              24      problems.  They are glazed with extraordinarily 

              25      large lead came and thick glass, making them 
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               2      very heavy.  They are pulling themselves out of 

               3      alignment and bowing.  Unvented plastic 

               4 protective glazing was installed in the 1980s. 

               5      This has turned yellow and opaque, blocking 

               6      about thirty percent of the light.  It's also 

               7      contributing to the bowing of the windows by 

               8      trapping heat inside, which causes the lead came 

               9      to expand, bowing inward and outward.  The 

              10      expansion of the lead wears it out, and most of 

              11      the lead now requires replacement. 

              12                   The most difficult problems of the 

              13      windows relate to their setting in stone frames. 

              14      Since they were installed, the windows have 

              15      leaked, which was one of the problems why the 

              16      protective glazing was installed.  Although they 

              17      are beautiful works of art, it is critical that 

              18      they perform in the same way that any windows 

              19      do, keeping the weather out and letting the 

              20      light in. 

              21                   An earlier attempt to stop leaking 



              22      involved recaulking the windows with a thick, 

              23      goopy white material that has since failed. 

              24      Through testing we found that this material 

              25      contained asbestos.  This greatly complicates 
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               2      site work during the removal of the windows, 

               3      which must now be followed by an asbestos 

               4      abatement project.  Following abatement, the 

               5      stone frames must be cleaned, patched and 

               6      pointed. 

               7                   Our initial plan was to complete 

               8      the restoration of the windows in three phases, 

               9      which are the different colors on the line 

              10      drawings, by 2011, in time for the centennial 

              11      laying of the cornerstone.  We are presently 

              12      nearing completion of phase one with the 

              13      reinstallation of the nine north clerestory 

              14      windows.  The chancel windows will be installed 

              15      in November.  We had originally planned to move 

              16      directly to phase two, the south side, on 53rd 

              17      Street, when the north side was completed. 

              18                   The scale and complexity of the 

              19      project requires the involvement of many people. 

              20      In addition to church staff, we are presently 

              21      working with ten stained glass studios around 



              22      the country, from Boston to San Francisco.  The 

              23      project team also includes construction 

              24      managers, scaffolders, masons, industrial 

              25      hygienists, asbestos abatement contractors, and 
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               2      stone conservators.  When the north windows are 

               3      unveiled in September, we expect that they will 

               4      be magnificent in appearance and will last for 

               5      another century.  If the sale of the church's 

               6      air rights goes through, St. Thomas will be able 

               7      to do the same urgently required restoration to 

               8      the south side and the rose on Fifth Avenue. 

               9                   Thank you. 

              10                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you.  Thank you 

              11      very much. 

              12                   Are there questions? 

              13                   (No response) 

              14                   THE CHAIR:  There are none.  Thank 

              15      you for your testimony. 

              16                   The next speaker will be Myrna 

              17      Ezersky, to be followed by, I'll call you in 

              18      advance, to be followed by Myra Heller and Ruth 

              19      Nordenbrook and Maria Ann Conelli. 

              20                   MS. EZERSKY:  I can't say good 

              21      morning anymore.  Good afternoon, Madam Chair 



              22      and members of the Commission. 

              23                   The French philosopher Henri 

              24      Bergson said to live is to grow, to grow is to 

              25      change, and to change is to create oneself 
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               2      endlessly.  These prophetic words exemplify the 

               3      philosophy of the MoMA.  An outstanding 

               4 collection of art is not enough to make a 

               5      museum.  A devoted group of professionals is not 

               6      enough either.  A vision for the present, 

               7      extending into the future, is of primary 

               8      importance.  Accommodations for growth and 

               9      change are paramount. 

              10                   These are the areas in which the 

              11      MoMA excels.  Attuned to the here and now, they 

              12      have the foresight to anticipate the future. 

              13      MoMA recognizes and anticipates the need for not 

              14      accepting the status quo.  It has the ability to 

              15      predict directions for the future, which serve 

              16      to enhance the present. 

              17                   The Jean Nouvel tower represents 

              18      the link between today and tomorrow.  Albeit the 

              19      last reconstruction of the museum was very 

              20      successful, MoMA has the foresight to recognize 

              21      that you cannot deny the future.  This tower, in 



              22      addition to accommodating the many additional 

              23      needs of the museum, will serve as an exciting 

              24      addition to the city's skyline.  British 

              25      architectural critic Edwin Heathcote says, it 
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               2      will arguably be the most radical skyscraper in 

               3      New York since the Chrysler building. 

               4                   The Nouvel tower has so much to 

               5      offer to MoMA.  There are a myriad of community 

               6 programs involving children and teachers, 

               7      children and families, under the aegis of MoMA. 

               8      The additional space will serve to enhance these 

               9      programs.  There will be more room for 

              10      mechanical spaces and for non public museum 

              11      uses, including storage.  The added gallery 

              12      space in the Nouvel tower will enable more of 

              13      the world renowned permanent collection to be on 

              14      view to the public.  The construction and 

              15      operation of the new building promises hundreds 

              16      more permanent jobs.  Jean Nouvel's tower 

              17      promises to be an exciting addition to the 

              18      cultural world of our city.  How fortunate for 

              19      us to have this wonderful opportunity. 

              20                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you very much. 

              21                   Myra Heller?  And then Ruth 



              22      Nordenbrook, and then Maria Ann Conelli and then 

              23      Vivian Schwimmer. 

              24                   MS. HELLER:  Good afternoon.  Thank 

              25      you, City Planning Commission, for the 
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               2      opportunity to speak to you today of an exciting 

               3 addition to our city, 53 West 53rd Street. 

               4                   My name is Myra Heller.  I am 

               5      speaking to you today as a former art teacher, 

               6      an interior designer, a lover of architecture, 

               7      and as a volunteer at the Museum of Modern Art, 

               8      and also most importantly as a neighbor.  I live 

               9      on Sixth Avenue between 56th and 57th Street. 

              10                   It is such a joy to live in 

              11      Manhattan in the midst of all this wonderful 

              12      architecture.  As my grandchildren, number nine, 

              13      were growing up, my husband and I took them on 

              14      architecture tours.  We showed them the Chrysler 

              15      Building, the Seagram Building and so many 

              16      others.  I hope that when my great 

              17      grandchildren, we have two, one on the way, are 

              18      old enough, I will be able to show them this new 

              19      tower, designed by Jean Nouvel, as a wonderful 

              20      addition to the tower.  It is a spectacular 

              21      building and I will be very proud to live just a 



              22      few blocks away from it. 

              23                   When we moved to Manhattan we 

              24      wanted to be near the Museum of Modern Art.  And 

              25      we are thrilled with this concept of this 
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               2      gorgeous new building.  New York should be 

               3      honored to embrace such an inspiring building by 

               4      one of the world's greatest architects.  It has 

               5 gotten rave reviews by the architectural 

               6      critics, and it will be wonderful for MoMA and 

               7      all of us in the City of New York and the world. 

               8                   At the Museum of Modern Art I 

               9      volunteer as an education greeter.  It is my job 

              10      to welcome the thousands of school children who 

              11      come to the museum.  It is thrilling for me to 

              12      watch these children discover modern art, to see 

              13      their first Picasso, their first Cezanne.  This 

              14      new building will give the museum nearly 

              15      one-third more gallery space.  Just think of all 

              16      of the new art that the museum can put on 

              17      exhibition and the improved experience the 

              18      museum's current visitors will enjoy. 

              19                   I hope you will approve this 

              20      building and give the public access to much more 

              21      of MoMA's wonderful collection.  Thank you. 



              22                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              23                   Ruth Nordenbrook? 

              24                   MS. NORDENBROOK:  Good afternoon. 

              25      I probably don't need this. 
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               2                   AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Yes. 

               3                   MS. NORDENBROOK:  Do I need it, 

               4      okay. 

               5                   Madam Chair, the Commissioners, my 

               6      name is Ruth Nordenbrook.  I'm a retired federal 

               7      prosecutor.  I fill my time as an active 

               8      volunteer for the Museum of Modern art, Big 

               9      Apple Greeter, and Visual AIDS, an AIDS related 

              10      arts nonprofit organization. 

              11                   My favorite city in the world, and 

              12      I've lived in and visited many, is my own, New 

              13      York.  I don't own a car.  As I walk the 

              14      streets, whether alone in my daily activities or 

              15      together with visitors from all over the world 

              16      as a part of Big Apple Greeter, I am energized 

              17      by the city and its people. 

              18                   Having said this, I have to admit 

              19      that my true love has a flaw.  In terms of 

              20      architecture, New York has left the cutting 

              21      edge.  That's in my view.  Its array of 



              22      buildings lack the vitality that one would 

              23 expect in a city of its history and 

              24      heterogeneous population and aspirations. 

              25                   New York has always been a city of 
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               2      commerce.  Architecturally this has not 

               3      necessarily been a bad thing.  Many of the 

               4  buildings constructed or financed by 

               5 corporations headquartered here were 

               6      extraordinary.  The Woolworth Building, the 

               7      Chrysler Building, Rockefeller Center, Lever 

               8      House, Goodwin & Stone's 1939 MoMA, Wright's 

               9      Guggenheim, the Seagram building, with that gem, 

              10      the Four Seasons Restaurant, tucked within it. 

              11      They were all an affirmation of New York and its 

              12      leadership position in the world. 

              13         Unfortunately, in the later years 

              14      of the last century the public aesthetic 

              15      changed, and not for the better.  Putting aside 

              16      the spires, most of which were built in the 

              17      early 20th Century, we are a city of boxes. 

              18      Brick, aluminum, glass, steel, concrete and 

              19      stone boxes.  Even our missing friends, the Twin 

              20      Towers, were boxes raised to an extraordinary 

              21      level.  But at least they had the advantage in 



              22      their time of being the tallest buildings in the 

              23      world.  Their successors will be conventional, 

              24      as Daniel Libeskind's fanciful and soaring 

              25      spires have undergone modifications.  The 
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               2 Calatrava transit hub, although still beautiful, 

               3      will be a fairly low wattage addition since 

               4      being scaled back.  In any case, both structures 

               5      are in lower Manhattan. 

               6 

               7 

               8 

               9 

              10 

              11 

              12 

              13 

              14 

              15 

              16 

              17 

              18 

              19 

              20 

              21 



              22 

              23 

              24 

              25 
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               2                   Today, on 53rd Street in midtown, 

               3      we have an opportunity again to take a major 

               4      step forward toward architectural distinction in 

               5      the world.  As I'm sure some of the speakers 

               6      will point out today, a building is going to be 

               7      built on that spot west of MoMA.  Jean Nouvel 

               8      has designed a lyrical spire that will draw the 

               9      admiration of visitors from all over the world, 

              10      and remind them that New York in the 21st 

              11      Century may still be a merchant.  But it is a 

              12      merchant with an eye for the modern and the 

              13      beautiful. 

              14                   Thank you. 

              15                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              16                   MS. NORDENBROOK:  Are there any 

              17      questions? 

              18                   May I just add a personal note?  I 

              19      am the widow of a 40 year member of the New York 

              20      City Police Department.  He was born and raised 

              21      in New York.  His death devastated me four years 



              22      ago.  MoMA has made itself my family, has 

              23      welcomed me as a part of the MoMA family, and 

              24      given me great solace in these four years that 

              25      have passed since his death. 
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               2                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

               3                   Maria Ann Conelli? 

               4                   MS. CONELLI:  I'm Maria Ann 

               5      Conelli, the executive director of the American 

               6      Folk Museum at 45 West 53rd Street, directly 

               7      west of the Museum of Modern Art. 

               8                   And, in full disclosure, the museum 

               9      is currently in negotiation with Hines to sell 

              10      our air rights.  As I am sure you are aware, 

              11      it's becoming increasing challenging for 

              12      cultural institutions to remain financially 

              13      healthy so that they can carry out their 

              14      missions.  We feel especially fortunate to have 

              15      this asset to use to assure our financial 

              16      health. 

              17                   Our museum was designed by the 

              18      architectural firm of Tod Williams and Billie 

              19 Tsien.  It has won several awards for 

              20      outstanding architecture, including an 

              21      international one. 



              22        It is our opinion that Hines cares 

              23      about the quality of what they're going to 

              24      build.  They have selected a world renowned 

              25      architect to ensure the building they're 
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               2      constructing is architecturally significant.  It 

               3      is our position that commitment to excellence 

               4 should be encouraged and supported for all 

               5      commercial construction in New York City. 

               6                   As we planned our museum, we were 

               7      cognizant that whatever we built would be here 

               8      for generations.  We believe that Hines has 

               9      similar motivation and commitment.  We believe 

              10      it is important for the City Planning Commission 

              11      to ensure the future of the City so that what is 

              12      built on this site will be a landmark for future 

              13      use. 

              14                   My statement is brief but 

              15      enthusiastic for this very significant building. 

              16      Thank you. 

              17                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you.  Thank you 

              18      very much.  No questions. 

              19                   Vivian Schwimmer, then Gail 

              20      Cornell, and then Peter Davies. 

              21                   MS. SCHWIMMER:  Good afternoon.  My 



              22      name is Vivian Schwimmer.  And I'm a born and 

              23      bred New Yorker and I have lived here all my 

              24      life.  I currently live in Council Member 

              25      Lappin's district, and I'm a long time volunteer 
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               2      at the MoMA. 

               3                   I have seen the fortunes of New 

               4      York City rise and fall through the years.  And 

               5      now that the city has risen so greatly and 

               6      become a premier city to visit, I strongly 

               7      believe that in order to continue the excitement 

               8      necessary to maintain this status, it's very 

               9      important to encourage worthwhile projects like 

              10      the Nouvel tower to be built. 

              11                   The Nouvel tower is a 

              12      architecturally a spectacular work of art.  It 

              13      will contribute to New York's wonderful skyline, 

              14      and create a continuation of all the other 

              15      esteemed architectural works along 53rd Street. 

              16      And these are tourist destinations also. 

              17                   Another reason this project should 

              18      be approved is that MoMA needs more space. 

              19      Every visitor should be able to experience more 

              20      of their superb artwork.  In addition, their 

              21      educational programs will be enhanced, reaching 



              22      children, families, teens, special needs, 

              23      communities and so on, because more works will 

              24      be on view.  These programs contribute to our 

              25      city by making it a warmer, more livable and 
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               2      more welcoming space.  Place, excuse me. 

               3                   And not the least, job creation. 

               4      Surely a projected initial 6,000 jobs, $600 

               5      million in wages and the resulting tax revenues 

               6      cannot be ignored.  And this would be just the 

               7      beginning.  New York will benefit greatly 

               8      through the increased activity brought about by 

               9      this beautiful work.  Thank you. 

              10                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you, thanks very 

              11      much. 

              12                   Gail Cornell, and then Peter 

              13      Davies, and then we'll probably be switching 

              14      back. 

              15                   MS. CORNELL:  Hello, and I thank 

              16      you for allowing me to speak, Madam Chair and 

              17      Commissioners. 

              18                   My name is Gail Cornell.  I'm a 

              19      resident of New York and I'm an independent 

              20      architectural historian.  And I love New York. 

              21      I love its architecture.  And, in fact, I just 



              22      finished guiding a tour of City Hall.  I'm a 

              23      docent over there.  And I love historic 

              24      architecture but I also love contemporary 

              25      architecture.  And I do work for the Smithsonian 
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               2      Institution, the National Trust for Historic 

               3      Preservation and other organizations.  And I'm 

               4      here today to speak in favor of the proposed 

               5      building on 53 West 53rd Street as designed by 

               6      Jean Nouvel, without alterations to the proposed 

               7      height or design. 

               8                   I won't repeat many of the things 

               9      that have already been said, but let me just say 

              10      that when I first heard about the proposed 

              11      tower, I was certainly not convinced 

              12      automatically that a mixed use tower of this 

              13      size and design was a good fit for that spot, 

              14      although, like many have said, I knew something 

              15      was going to go there.  Therefore, I reviewed 

              16      the plans online and I went to a presentation by 

              17      the architect's office that was held at MoMA a 

              18      few months ago.  And from my critical eye my 

              19      concerns were put to rest, and I hope yours have 

              20      been too.  I was impressed with the grace and 

              21      sophistication of the design, that I think is 



              22      really so right for midtown right now, and so 

              23      right for New York.  The dramatic spire, you 

              24      know, it's just an iconic image that captures 

              25      what New York skyscrapers should be. 
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               2                   But equally important and 

               3      compelling to me was I think the very careful 

               4      attention paid to the context of that block and 

               5      of that part of midtown where the building will 

               6      stand and function.  And it's a block known for 

               7      its cultural institutions, as we just heard, and 

               8      its retail and religious and residential spaces. 

               9      I can't imagine a better block to be on 

              10      actually.  Actually I walk that way a lot. 

              11                   But the design of Nouvel also 

              12      provides an intelligent and especially ingenious 

              13      solution to MoMA's need for more gallery space. 

              14      And as an architectural historian I always 

              15      marvel at how Greeks and Romans and Renaissance 

              16      architects figured out how to do things and do 

              17      them beautifully.  And I think that MoMa and 

              18      Jean Nouvel and Hines have figured this out 

              19      perfectly, figured out how to give more to 

              20      gallery space, while incorporating the museum 

              21      into a vibrant restaurant, hotel, apartment 



              22  complex, and a spectacular building. 

              23                   No doubt about it, this tower will 

              24      be one of the most significant skyscrapers in 

              25      the Manhattan skyline.  One that will really 
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               2      help and shape the midtown of the future, the 

               3      midtown for our children our grandchildren.  And 

               4      I think that's really exciting.  And I don't 

               5      think it's the time now to deprive New York City 

               6      of this great architecture. 

               7                   Thank you. 

               8                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you very much. 

               9                   Peter Davies, and then we'll switch 

              10      to speakers in opposition, beginning with David 

              11      Schneiderman, then Dolores Rosenthal, then 

              12      Justin Peyser.  Hi. 

              13                   MR. DAVIES:  Madam Chair, 

              14      Commissioners.  I first would like to thank the 

              15      Commission for the opportunity to speak 

              16      regarding this great project from Hines 

              17      Development and Jean Nouvel of the Tower Verre 

              18      at MoMA. 

              19                   Today I urge you to offer your 

              20      support by voting to approve the zoning changes 

              21      needed to allow the additional space that is now 



              22      being sought for this project.  The newly 

              23      designed MoMA tower is one of the most beautiful 

              24      and distinctive plans to have been considered 

              25      for our great city since the heyday of the 
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               2      iconic New York skyscrapers some eighty years 

               3      ago.  It honors the tradition of the classic New 

               4      York City wedding cake tower style by 

               5      incorporating the guides set down in the 1916 

               6      zoning regulations.  And when it is built, it 

               7      will rank right up there with Rockefeller 

               8      Center, the Chrysler Building and the Empire 

               9      State Building, one of the landmarks of midtown. 

              10                   As you probably know, the Landmarks 

              11      Preservation Commission has previously approved 

              12      the transfers requested for this new tower. 

              13      Landmarks also approved the initial Nouvel 

              14      design for MoMA.  And it should be duly noted 

              15      that the prior Nouvel design, only eight stories 

              16      shorter than the version now up for review, can 

              17      be built as-of-right on this site. 

              18                   The new plan currently seeking 

              19      approval will not change in any great way the 

              20      conditions considered when the first plan was 

              21      approved, including any added traffic on nearby 



              22      streets or visitors to the museum.  But this new 

              23      endeavor will offer an even greater opportunity 

              24      for the restoration of one of the jewels of 

              25      midtown, the magnificent stained glass windows 
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               2      of St. Thomas Church, and will also produce much 

               3      needed revenue for the ongoing maintenance of 

               4      the University Club. 

               5         Once again I urge the Commission to 

               6      give this project your full support and your 

               7      approval.  Thank you very much. 

               8                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

               9                   MR. DAVIES:  I have a -- 

              10                   THE CHAIR:  If you could give it to 

              11      the secretary, we will make sure to distribute 

              12      it and we'll all read it. 

              13                   Now we'll switch back to the 

              14      speakers in opposition.  David Schneiderman, 

              15      then Dolores Rosenthal. 

              16                   MR. SCHNEIDERMAN:  Chairperson 

              17      Burden and Commissioners, my name is David 

              18      Schneiderman, and I'm a resident of West 55th 

              19      Street between Fifth and Sixth Avenues, which is 

              20      just north of the proposed 82 story MoMA/Hines 

              21      tower.  I have lived in this neighborhood since 



              22      1975. 

              23        Historically the area has housed a 

              24      significant size residential community.  In 

              25      fact, my wife and I raised our two sons in this 
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               2      locale.  Though there has been commercial growth 

               3      over the years, there has never been a proposal 

               4      to erect a monster skyscraper which would dwarf 

               5      all existing nearby buildings. 

               6                   I am particularly concerned that 

               7      the enormous size of this edifice will create 

               8      major safety and health problems and 

               9      consequences.  This will occur when emergency 

              10      vehicles such as ambulance or fire trucks or New 

              11      York City Police vehicles will have difficulty 

              12      to transverse the West 53rd and 54th Street 

              13      corridor when required.  The response time will 

              14      be greatly impeded and possibly completely 

              15      delayed for routine and crisis situations.  Will 

              16      anyone in this room or the MoMA/Hines 

              17      organization be responsible for the loss of life 

              18      or destruction by fire that could occur on the 

              19      block or in the neighborhood due to the lack of 

              20      a timely response? 

              21                   Moreover, the current sewer system 



              22      is not adequate for our neighborhood's 

              23      population.  The arrival of a multistory 

              24      behemoth would further complicate and overtax 

              25      our infrastructure.  We should expect stopped up 
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               2      sewers, overflows, and health and sanitation 

               3 hazards, the possibility of more roaches, 

               4      rodents and mosquitoes is also a very likely 

               5      byproduct. 

               6                   Furthermore, the design of the 

               7      building is totally out of scale for this 

               8      midtown, mid block location.  West 53rd Street 

               9      and 54th Street are cross town streets with 

              10      residential apartments and townhouses.  They are 

              11      not major avenues such as Fifth Avenue or Sixth 

              12      Avenue with only commercial tenants, which might 

              13      be a better fit for a tower.  The erecting of 

              14      the Hines tower would be overwhelming to the 

              15      area and would destroy the Old World quiet charm 

              16      that currently exists. 

              17                   In addition, our already 

              18      overcrowded public transportation system will 

              19      suffer as well.  Currently, the subways and 

              20      buses that serve the area are always crowded and 

              21      slow moving.  We experienced that this morning 



              22      coming here.  We couldn't even get onto the 

              23      train. 

              24                   The population increase from this 

              25 immense structure will further impact, 
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               2      complicate and delay our transportation network. 

               3      No public transportation provisions are being 

               4      made for the influx of many thousands of office 

               5      workers, hotel guests, residents and visitors 

               6      who would inhabit or visit this gigantic 

               7      edifice. 

               8                   The public will gain nothing 

               9      positive from this outrageous, misguided real 

              10      estate venture.  In fact, I can only see 

              11 negative experiences for the neighborhood. 

              12                   (Bell rung) 

              13                   MR. SCHNEIDERMAN:  I implore the 

              14      Planning Commission to carefully review the 

              15      environmental impact of this project on the 

              16      midtown area and reject the project.  I also 

              17      welcome and highly recommend that the members of 

              18      this Planning Commission visit our neighborhood 

              19      and view it firsthand, the tiny lot where 

              20      MoMA/Hines plans on placing their gargantuan 

              21      tower. 



              22                   Thank you. 

              23                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              24                   Our next speaker is Dolores 

              25      Rosenthal, and then Justin Peyser, and then 
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               2      Albert Butzel. 

               3                   MS. ROSENTHAL:  Good afternoon, 

               4      Chair and Commissioners.  My name is Dolores 

               5      Rosenthal.  I live on 55th Street.  And my views 

               6      and a gentleman named Bruce Whipple, who could 

               7      not be here, so I am going to read part of his 

               8      statement, and because his views -- because we 

               9      are active members of the 54th Street-55th 

              10      Street Block Association, are exactly the same. 

              11                   The CV is very long, so I'm going 

              12      to -- in the interest of time I'm not going to 

              13      go into his CV or mine.  And I'm just going to 

              14      say that we personally think that the Jean 

              15 Nouvel design and the proposed building is 

              16      lovely.  We think that it is horribly out of 

              17      scale for the site and would be a disaster for 

              18      the neighborhood if it is constructed. 

              19                   Gerald Hines is a revered developer 

              20      that has the credit of several successful 

              21      developments.  In this instance we feel that the 



              22      Hines/MoMA joint venture is abusing their 

              23      privilege.  They are trying to foist something 

              24      onto midtown that will be immensely profitable 

              25      for Hines, and justify the exorbitant land costs 
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               2      that Hines paid to MoMA. 

               3                   Mr. Hines has astutely gone to St. 

               4      Thomas Church and University Club and offered to 

               5      purchase their air rights to create the veiled 

               6      appearance of a win-win situation, and garner 

               7      support for the project by appearing to help two 

               8      selected Landmark buildings.  As a member of the 

               9      University Club, Mr. Whipple, my colleague, he's 

              10      a very active member, he said the following:  I 

              11      know that the club is in good shape financially 

              12      and doesn't need the benefits. 

              13                   MoMA needs to start thinking of 

              14      itself as a better neighbor to midtown.  Their 

              15      trucks have not been using their loading dock. 

              16      They have blocked the view of the sculpture 

              17      garden in the street, they have huge lines for 

              18      exhibits, and they now want to create a new 

              19      nuisance for the neighborhood, to gain only 

              20      40,000 square feet of space, which is only five 

              21      percent of the total proposed space.  I don't 



              22      think that their board of directors is thinking 

              23      of the community, not at all. 

              24                   Lastly, I hate to imagine the 

              25      negative impact that the dense development will 
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               2      have on the subway station at 53rd and Fifth 

               3      Avenue.  The station at East 53rd and Lex is 

               4      already overcrowded to the point of being 

               5      dangerous today due to the construction of 

               6      towers on Lexington, Second and Third Avenues. 

               7                   I am going to tell you a short 

               8      story.  Bruce said three years ago he drove down 

               9      from where he lives in Westchester to go to a 

              10      luncheon at the University Club during Christmas 

              11      holidays.  Fifth Avenue was congested, and so 

              12      the police blocked him from crossing over Fifth 

              13      to get to the club parking lot. 

              14                   (Bell rung) 

              15                   MS. ROSENTHAL:  Okay.  Please vote 

              16      no to this abusive privilege and think not only 

              17      of the good of one self-serving development.  I 

              18      urge you to think in the context of the city as 

              19      a whole, and the precedent that it may set for 

              20      other developers to push for approval to 

              21      construct mid block high-rise buildings in other 



              22      parts of the city.  Thank you very much. 

              23                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              24        Justin Peyser, then Albert Butzel, 

              25      then Hall Powell. 
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               2                   MR. PEYSER:  Good afternoon, 

               3      Commissioners, Chair.  Thank you for hearing us. 

               4      My name is Justin Peyser.  I live on West 54th 

               5      Street across from the proposed development 

               6      site.  And I'm raising, together with my wife, 

               7      two small children.  I represent both the block 

               8      association and a newly forming coalition for 

               9      responsible midtown development who are in 

              10      opposition to the project. 

              11                   And I, if I may, would like to say 

              12      that the burdens here far outweigh any of the 

              13      benefits.  You've heard a lot of testimony 

              14      today, good testimony on both sides.  I'd like 

              15      to emphasize a couple of points beyond what 

              16      you've already heard. 

              17                   One is, nobody has talked about the 

              18      impacts on the landmark CBS Building.  I think 

              19      there's a failure in the EIS to adequately 

              20      review all the other landmarks that are impacted 

              21      and overwhelmed by the sheer scale of this 



              22      project.  So I would ask you to do that.  I 

              23      daresay that you're going to be hearing from 

              24      some of these property owners in the next few 

              25      weeks. 
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               2                   I would say that the museum has, 

               3      unfortunately they call themselves the hinge of 

               4      the commercial residential zone.  I say it's a 

               5      hinge that's closing a door on us gradually. 

               6      And if you look at the mid block tower that they 

               7      have already done at Museum Tower, it's 600 

               8      feet.  If you look at some of the further 

               9      enclosures by Taniguchi, the retaining walls 

              10      around the garden, if you look at the corrugated 

              11      wall to the garden, if you look at their three 

              12      loading docks, which add to six on our already 

              13      short block, you find that we are continually 

              14      being separated by this barrier of noise and 

              15      blankness.  And so I would ask you to challenge 

              16      the developer to devise a scheme that opens the 

              17      street wall.  Glass is not enough.  I think the 

              18      pedestrian arcade idea is something that would 

              19      relieve the overloaded pedestrian visitation. 

              20                   Director Lowry talked about no new 

              21      increases in visits, even though it's the same 



              22      size potential increase in space, in museum 

              23      gallery space.  I find that incredible, since 

              24      their last expansion generated 700,000 more 

              25      visits per year. 
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               2                   I live there.  The transportation 

               3      consultant who spoke to you earlier today, he 

               4      spoke about five minute waiting times for the 

               5      half of the deliveries that are on the street 

               6      side.  I would say that's an extreme 

               7      exaggeration.  Living there, it's not five 

               8 minutes for those party rental trucks. 

               9                   They have kind of turned our 

              10      neighborhood, 54th Street, into a service alley. 

              11      It's sort of their private service alley.  And I 

              12      think the EIS grossly undercounts the traffic 

              13      counts.  The counts are two years old.  They 

              14      don't take into consideration the Broadway 

              15      reconfiguration that is sending cross town 

              16      traffic across to 47th Street.  You need to keep 

              17      that in mind. 

              18                   Air quality has been studied in the 

              19      wrong locations.  You'll hear more about that. 

              20                   In conclusion, I have prepared a 

              21      video documentary about our neighborhood in lieu 



              22      of you coming to see it, because I think people 

              23      when thinking about this part of midtown say 

              24      hey, what's another skyscraper, you live in 

              25      midtown.  Well, there are thousands of residents 
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               2      here, and this is twice as large as anything on 

               3      that block, twice as large as museum tower.  I 

               4      daresay, in all due respect to the architect, 

               5      that he should have chosen a reasonable scheme. 

               6      This is not immaterial.  I find their 

               7      argumentation to be somewhat abstract.  And so I 

               8      ask you to consider that. 

               9                   (Bell rung) 

              10                   MR. PEYSER:  Consider the previous 

              11      scheme or something slightly larger which can 

              12      get a compromise and get some funding to the 

              13      church and get some funding to the club and get 

              14      the developer a return on investment and get the 

              15      museum its expansion space.  We support those 

              16      goals. 

              17                   Thank you. 

              18                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              19                   MR. PEYSER:  I have copies for each 

              20      of the commissioners of the DVD and our 

              21      testimony. 



              22                   THE CHAIR:  Albert Butzel? 

              23                   MR. BUTZEL:  I also have copies of 

              24      material which I'm going to hand up to the 

              25      secretary to begin with. 
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               2                   That is really -- my name is Albert 

               3      Butzel.  I'm also representing the block 

               4      association and the Coalition for Responsible 

               5      Midtown Development.  And that in fact that I 

               6      just handed up is what I have to say.  It is 

               7      addressed to the legal aspects of the decision 

               8      that you must make, the factors that you need to 

               9 take into account, and the reasons why I 

              10 conclude that you should reject this 

              11      application.  Those standards arise under 74-79 

              12      and 74-711, as well as under CEQRA.  And I just 

              13      won't go through them, I'll let you read.  I 

              14      figure you guys are all very adequate readers, 

              15      and I'm a wonderful writer, so please read this 

              16      with relish. 

              17                   I was going to summarize what I 

              18      have put in that document, but we had a 

              19      fundraiser last night on 54th Street, and I left 

              20      and I walked down 54th Street.  And I really 

              21      hadn't paid a whole lot of attention to the 



              22      street.  I guess I just spend so much time with 

              23      my head in the air that I never get to notice. 

              24      But this is a truly remarkable block on the 

              25      north side.  I mean the Rockefeller apartments 
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               2      aside, there are eight landmarked townhouses and 

               3      other wonderful buildings.  They were in many 

               4      ways the heart of those who had the money could 

               5      live, near to their work, near to their clubs 

               6      and the like.  It's a really unique environment 

               7      and a unique gathering of urban architecture and 

               8      urban history.  Indeed, at one point this 

               9      Commission had recommended including that area 

              10      and the areas of 55th and 56th Street in an 

              11      historic district.  It didn't happen.  So it's a 

              12      great block on the north side. 

              13                   But what really shocked me was to 

              14      walk down the south side, which is what I did, 

              15      and literally from immediately from where this 

              16      new lot stands all the way down the block it is 

              17      simply a solid wall of corrugated metal, stone, 

              18      and glass.  It's like a prison wall in many 

              19      ways.  It keeps people out, clearly. 

              20                   But more than that, it pretends 

              21      like this isn't part of a residential district. 



              22      There is no setback.  There is no lawn or grass 

              23      of any kind.  The MoMA garden, which used to be 

              24      at least you could look through to, is now 

              25      completely walled off.  If it were to be opened, 
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               2      and it could be opened to the public, it might 

               3      make a difference.  And there may be an 

               4      opportunity in this particular site to provide 

               5      some front yard of sorts that would at least 

               6      diminish some of the effects. 

               7                   And it's into this area where the 

               8      south side of the street is totally ignored and 

               9      the north side of the street, which is really 

              10      wonderful, that the proposal for this building 

              11      is made.  And whatever else you can say, I'm not 

              12      a great fan of Mr. Nouvel's architecture, it is 

              13      a very tall building that is designed -- 

              14                   (Bell rung) 

              15                   MR. BUTZEL:  -- to draw attention 

              16      to itself.  And should you should contrast that 

              17      with the CBS building, which is right across the 

              18      way, I happened to Eero Saarinen before he died, 

              19      he built a building that was quiet but amazing. 

              20      And that's why it's been landmarked.  The 

              21      contrast between -- 



              22                   THE CHAIR:  Can you conclude? 

              23                   MR. BUTZEL:  I need to stop, right. 

              24      I'll just say the contrast between that building 

              25      and what is really a glass sort of Christmas 
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               2      tree of sorts, whatever you think of the design, 

               3      they're just at two ends of the spectrum.  And 

               4      knowing Eero as I did, he was a very modest man, 

               5      if he hadn't been a modest man I'm sure he would 

               6      be turning over in his grave right now. 

               7          So I really hope you turn this 

               8      down.  Thanks. 

               9                   THE CHAIR:  Thanks.  Any questions? 

              10                   (No response) 

              11                   THE CHAIR:  Hall Powell?  Hall 

              12      Powell and Daly Reville. 

              13                   A VOICE:  Hall is not here but Daly 

              14      is here. 

              15                   THE CHAIR:  Okay, that's fine. 

              16      Daly Reville.  Veronika Conant.  I'm just 

              17      reading a few to you so you can get ready, and 

              18      then Michael Burns.  So Daly Reville, then 

              19      Veronika Conant and then Michael Burns.  Okay, 

              20      Daly Reville? 

              21                   MS. REVILLE:  Yes. 



              22                   THE CHAIR:  Hi. 

              23                   MS. REVILLE:  Hi, good afternoon. 

              24      Daly Reville.  I live at 45 West 54th Street. 

              25                   And I am here to say that I think 
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               2      that there have been many good efforts on our 

               3      street to do worthy efforts from the museum and 

               4      the architect involved.  But I think that the 

               5      outcome is exactly what you just heard, which is 

               6      the south side of 54th Street is a blank and 

               7      hostile wall.  And I would like to think that 

               8      this new project is an opportunity to address 

               9      that. 

              10                   Three loading bays, two for the 

              11      museum, one for the museum tower, which is on 

              12 53rd, though the loading bay is on 54th, can 

              13      probably be consolidated into one, and also 

              14      serve whatever it is that MoMA/Hines does just 

              15      to its west.  This would give an opportunity for 

              16      the museum to take some of this area, make it a 

              17      little more street friendly.  And it's also a 

              18      wonderful opportunity, since the museum is 

              19      making some money on this project, to rethink 

              20      the wall in front of the garden.  The garden is 

              21      a lovely amenity, and one that could be shared 



              22      with the pedestrian. 

              23                   So that's my thought.  Thank you 

              24      very much. 

              25                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you very much. 
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               2                   Veronika Conant?  Then Michael 

               3      Burns and Ian Dunford. 

               4                   MS. CONANT:  I am Veronika Conant, 

               5      president of the West 54-55 Street Block 

               6      Association in the Preservation Subdistrict of 

               7      the Special Midtown District, asking the 

               8      Commission to please deny approval of the 

               9      special permit to MoMA/Hines for this 1,250 

              10      Empire State sized building on a tiny lot.  The 

              11      decision for denial by Community Board 5 

              12      reflected the sentiment of the community and a 

              13      major issue which is also a major issue for the 

              14      city, to protect low scale, mid block 

              15      neighborhoods zoned for preservation from 

              16      overdevelopment, and to protect them from 

              17      excessive light and air. 

              18                   The 500 pages long Draft 

              19      Environmental Impact Statement, the DEIS, 

              20      prepared by the developer, does not include any 

              21      of Community Board 5's recommendations and is 



              22      deeply flawed and deliberately misleading.  The 

              23      general study area of one quarter mile is too 

              24      small.  The numerous lot mergers which allow the 

              25      transfer of the 275,000 square feet of air 
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               2      rights from St. Thomas Church to the development 

               3      site create an enormous lot, almost the size of 

               4      an entire block.  Yet, the rich surrounding 

               5      historic resources are only studied using 400 

               6      feet, while the harmoniousness condition between 

               7      the landmarks and the new building is considered 

               8      not applicable because the distance between them 

               9      is over 400 feet.  Major inconsistencies. 

              10                   Car and pedestrian traffic.  The 

              11      DEIS falsely says the project does not need a 

              12      detailed traffic study because it is below the 

              13      threshold.  Why, if the gallery space will 

              14      increase 40,000 square feet, 30 percent 

              15      increase, will there be no increase in 

              16      attendance, when in the previous expansion 

              17      comparable increase in gallery space resulted in 

              18      an increase of attendance from 1.8 to 2.5 

              19      million?  The DEIS states they need not address 

              20      this.  Why?  This is in addition to car and 

              21      pedestrian traffic due to a new building with a 



              22      hotel, condos, plus restaurant. 

              23                   Air quality.  The DEIS falsely 

              24      claims less than 75 motor vehicles per peak 

              25      hours for a new, unprecedented size skyscraper, 
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               2      with new galleries, a hotel, condos and a 

               3      restaurant.  And they didn't do the proper study 

               4      at the site.  Instead, ozone was measured at the 

               5      City College in Harlem, other pollutants were 

               6      measured.  Particulate matter, for example, were 

               7      measured on 100 feet wide East 57th Street near 

               8      Second Avenue in December 2007, under winter 

               9      conditions without HVAC.  Even this way, the 

              10      particulate and ozone were found to be above the 

              11      allowed national ambient air quality standards. 

              12                   New York City is one of the most 

              13      polluted cities, with Manhattan failing the 

              14      particulate matter standards.  Our blocks, with 

              15      loading docks, large truck traffic and much 

              16      idling, need and deserve a proper environmental 

              17      study. 

              18                   (Bell rung) 

              19                   MS. CONANT:  They were already very 

              20      high in 2000.  This is a public health issue 

              21      which is of much importance to residents, 



              22      especially with families, small children, and 

              23      the elderly. 

              24                   I just have a -- I want to finish 

              25      the noise.  The DEIS acknowledges that noise is 
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               2      at times intolerably high, yet again they do not 

               3      address this for the same reason as traffic. 

               4      And they do not address noise and I think 

               5      this -- 

               6                   THE CHAIR:  Please conclude. 

               7                   MS. CONANT:  I will be very, very 

               8      quick. 

               9                   And tour buses.  But they still 

              10      found the noise levels and sound levels which 

              11      were done January 31st and February 1st 

              12      intolerably high. 

              13                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              14                   MS. CONANT:  We need more 

              15      meaningful studies to properly evaluate the 

              16      noise -- 

              17                   THE CHAIR:  You have to stop. 

              18                   MS. CONANT:  -- and the impact of 

              19      this potential environmental disaster -- 

              20                   THE CHAIR:  Please stop. 

              21                   MS. CONANT:  -- which introduces a 



              22      -- yeah, this is my last sentence -- a totally 

              23      new scale into our Special Preservation 

              24      Subdistrict, which the West 54 side of MoMA is a 

              25      part of. 
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               2                   THE CHAIR:  We'll read your 

               3      testimony.  You have to stop. 

               4                   MS. CONANT:  Please modify the 

               5      DEIS, reduce the size of the building -- 

               6                   THE CHAIR:  Please stop. 

               7                   MS. CONANT:  -- and deny the 

               8      permits.  Thank you.  And this is it and here 

               9      are my copies. 

              10                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you so much. 

              11                   MS. CONANT:  Thank you. 

              12                   THE CHAIR:  Michael Burns and Ian 

              13      Dunford. 

              14                   MR. BURNS:  Good afternoon, and 

              15      thank you for permitting me to speak before this 

              16      committee of commissioners.  My name is Michael 

              17      Burns, and I'm a citizen and I'm a resident on 

              18      57th and Sixth Avenue.  I face 56th and Sixth. 

              19      I'm here to speak on two features to this issue 

              20  that I feel very strongly about. 

              21                   One is the idea of these public 



              22      institutions protected by a power base of tax 

              23      free status unassailable by the needs of the 

              24      community to use their revenues for public 

              25      purposes.  They have the nerve to climb all over 
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               2      each other in a rush to sell their air rights 

               3      and their patrimony to the most avaricious, high 

               4      paying developers who will be given a few bucks 

               5      for a stained glass window or for a couple of 

               6      floors on a building.  I think it's an outright 

               7      disgrace and an insult to the citizenry of this 

               8      community.  And I resent it terribly.  Perhaps 

               9      nothing will come of all of this.  They will 

              10      remain in a tax free status, they will still 

              11      masquerade in their ecclesiastical vestments 

              12      while taking money and sticking it in their back 

              13      pocket.  Perhaps nothing will change, but it 

              14      won't change the situation in the minds of many 

              15      of us citizens. 

              16                   Second point, quickly, is that I 

              17      happened to hear a couple of the developer's 

              18      attorneys talking outside, and they were 

              19      chortling among each other that well, they 

              20      haven't touched the sub basement, they still 

              21      were at the height of the building.  And I 



              22      thought, you're absolutely right, there's the 

              23      issue.  This has been transformed from a modest 

              24      building into a giant sliver building, like a 

              25      hypodermic needle aimed at the spinal cord of 
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               2      thousands of citizens, to the north 

               3      particularly.  It's an obscene, grotesque, ugly 

               4      piece of architecture stuck in the middle of a 

               5      block that's already overdeveloped.  And I urge 

               6      the Commission to put themselves in the shoes of 

               7      the citizens who are trying to preserve and 

               8      enjoy living in New York City in a neighborhood 

               9      which is, relatively speaking, low-rise to the 

              10      north headed toward Central Park.  But the north 

              11      is facing this horrible, grotesque sliver 

              12      building. 

              13                   You know what, it reminds me a 

              14      little bit of these movies I keep seeing 

              15      advertised, Transformers.  And I'm amazed how 

              16      successful they are.  But the thing is pretty 

              17      simple.  You come up with a grotesque behemoth 

              18      and you come up with opposition to it and it 

              19      changes to another form of grotesque behemoth. 

              20      Well, the first one that we were faced with was 

              21      a 25 story behemoth draped in the ecclesiastical 



              22      robes with little tokens of a talisman of 

              23      cultural contributions. 

              24                   (Bell rung) 

              25                   MR. BURNS:  Thank you very much for 
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               2      letting me speak. 

               3                   THE VICE CHAIR:  Thank you.  Any 

               4      questions? 

               5                   (No response) 

               6                   THE VICE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

               7                   Ian Dunford? 

               8                   MR. DUNFORD:  Good afternoon, 

               9      Commissioners.  My name is Ian Dunford.  I'm 

              10      here today on behalf of the New York Hotel 

              11      Trades Council, a union that represents over 

              12      30,000 of my co-workers in New York City.  And 

              13      I'm here to say that we currently stand opposed 

              14      to the project. 

              15                   In reviewing the application in 

              16      question by the Hotel Trades Council folks on 

              17      multiple land use impact, many of the impacts 

              18      were ably addressed.  However, we believe that 

              19      issues of impact relative to economic 

              20      development have not been fully addressed by the 

              21      applicant.  While a certain number of temporary 



              22      and permanent jobs will be created by the 

              23      proposed development, there has been little 

              24      effort made on the applicant's behalf to ensure 

              25      that these jobs will be quality jobs that will 
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               2      optimally benefit the overall economic benefit 

               3      of New York City. 

               4                   In conversations between the Hotel 

               5      Trades Council and the applicant, it has become 

               6      clear that Hines has not fully realized the 

               7      plans to ensure good jobs with good wages and 

               8      benefits, jobs that give workers voice and 

               9      dignity in the workplace.  Therefore, the Hotel 

              10      Trades Council cannot support this project.  We 

              11      ask the Commissioners to take into account the 

              12      applicant's failure to properly address the 

              13      economic development impacts of this project 

              14      while making their decisions. 

              15                   Thank you. 

              16                   THE VICE CHAIR:  Thank you.  Any 

              17      questions? 

              18                   (No response) 

              19                   THE VICE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              20                   Alexander Coxe?  Alexander Coxe? 

              21                   MR. COXE:  Madam Chairman and 



              22      Commissioners, thank you very much.  I am 

              23      Alexander Coxe.  I'm a resident at 45 West 54th 

              24      Street, and I have a lot to say.  Most of it has 

              25      already been said, probably more articulately, 
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               2      throughout the previous testimony you have 

               3      heard. 

               4                   But in short I think that, 

               5      obviously you are all tasked with this to make 

               6      the proper judgment as to how to proceed, 

               7      whether to permit this project to go forward. 

               8      And I think the most important piece of the 

               9      puzzle was already said a few persons ago, the 

              10      fact that all of the parties here can win out. 

              11      But I don't know if we have the right formula 

              12      right now, because this is an awfully large 

              13      building for a very small space.  And that seems 

              14      to not be in dispute. I happen to think the 

              15      building that I have seen is gorgeous, but it's 

              16      just a little too big for this lot.  And if they 

              17      can scale it down a little bit, you'll probably 

              18      all be pretty happy. 

              19                   And I wanted to echo something else 

              20      that I think someone said previously, that 54th 

              21      Street basically really is kind of the back door 



              22      service alley as far as MoMA is concerned.  I 

              23      would venture to say that 60 to 70 percent of 

              24      the south side of the street.  And, as other 

              25      people have said, it's a pretty clinical, prison 
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               2      like wall separating itself from what's on the 

               3      street. 

               4                   I'm glad we have an entrance to 

               5      MoMA now, but at the same time it seems like 

               6      maybe certain aspects of the project going 

               7      forward, regardless of what form it is in, might 

               8      need to do a little reconsidering on that.  I 

               9 don't know that everything has to be on 53rd 

              10      Street.  It might integrate the community a 

              11      little more by having a new opening.  I don't 

              12      know how they can make that work.  But certainly 

              13      we are pretty overburdened right now with trucks 

              14      and loading docks. 

              15                   And the superintendent of my 

              16      building I think is right after me, and you will 

              17      hear from him.  He can give you anecdotal 

              18      evidence that the street is pretty overburdened 

              19      right now.  And that's all I have to say. 

              20                   THE CHAIR:  Thanks a lot. 

              21                   MR. COXE:  Okay. 



              22                   THE CHAIR:  It's time now to switch 

              23      to speakers in favor.  And the first will be 

              24      Lynne Harrison, to be followed by Rick Bell, and 

              25      then Anthony Borelli and Carol Van Guilder. 
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               2                   Is Lynne Harrison here? 

               3                   A VOICE:  She stepped out for a 

               4      second. 

               5                   THE CHAIR:  Okay.  Is Rick Bell 

               6      here? 

               7                   MR. BELL:  Thank you for the 

               8      opportunity to testify today on behalf of the 

               9      New York Chapter of the American Institute of 

              10      Architects and our 4,300 architect and public 

              11      members. 

              12                   We are here to express support for 

              13      the tower as designed by Ateliers Jean Nouvel 

              14      for the MoMA on 53rd Street.  A lot has been 

              15      said already, and I will truncate the text and 

              16      distribute it in writing because many of the 

              17      things I would have said have been said already. 

              18      But I'd like to emphasize a few things.  And one 

              19      is about the transfer of development rights, 

              20      since that's been talked about by many speakers 

              21      on both sides of the issue. 



              22                   Obviously every square foot of 

              23      space in New York is valuable, immensely 

              24      valuable.  And that the two buildings are 

              25      transferring rights, and historic buildings on 
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               2      avenues, is significant.  If these were not 

               3      landmarks, there would be incredible pressure to 

               4      have them rebuilt much higher than the current 

               5      form.  The block is very different therefore 

               6      because of the nature of what is high and what 

               7      is low already.  New air space cannot be 

               8      utilized by these buildings, and that makes part 

               9      of the block relatively low-rise, not including 

              10      the fact that the garden is a void.  Therefore, 

              11      the remainder of the block theoretically can 

              12      sustain much more mass, in our opinion. 

              13                   The tower is mid block.  That's 

              14      been pointed out by many people already.  And 

              15      many have expressed concerns about the proposed 

              16      height of the building.  We feel that the design 

              17      and materials are light, are light enough that 

              18      the height is not oppressive, and that the tower 

              19      culminates in an elegantly shaped spire, as you, 

              20      Madam Chair, have already identified as being 

              21      important to the project.  And thus does relate 



              22      harmoniously to the landmark buildings on the 

              23      end of the block. 

              24                   Since the AIA last saw this project 

              25      some time back, we had asked for more 
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               2      information about how the building addresses the 

               3      street, how it addresses the block, and in fact 

               4      how it's both 53rd and 54th Streets.  And the 

               5      design has been further developed.  What we have 

               6      seen previously and now here today shows much 

               7      more transparency, and the formerly blank 

               8      facades of the lower floors are enlivened with 

               9      faceted surfaces that will reflect back the 

              10      activity of the street. 

              11                   In addition, as was just said in 

              12      opposition, there is an entrance on 54th Street. 

              13      The residential tower seems -- the entrance has 

              14      moved to 54th Street, which is a gesture to 

              15      engage that street, providing more pedestrian 

              16      activity and getting 54th Street a more 

              17      comparable stature to that of 53rd Street, 

              18      anticipating in part some of the congestion that 

              19      members of the opposition have addressed. 

              20                   We therefore urge the Commission to 

              21      approve this application and to grant the 



              22      special permits.  And I'll cede the rest of my 

              23      time to the next speaker. 

              24                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you very much. 

              25      But I have questions, so if you want to go 
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               2      first, the vice chair, Dr. Knuckles, then Betty 

               3      Chen. 

               4                   COMM. KNUCKLES:  I'd just like you 

               5      to submit a copy of your remarks for our 

               6      consumption. 

               7                   MR. BELL:  Yes, sir.  I have many 

               8      to share with the -- 

               9                   THE CHAIR:  Betty, did you have a 

              10      question? 

              11                   COMM. CHEN:  Hi, Rick, good to see 

              12      you. 

              13                   I think we have some sort of 

              14      document in our briefing materials from the 

              15      attorneys for the applicant where they had said 

              16      that they're willing to enter into a restrictive 

              17      declaration that the building would be 

              18      constructed substantially in accordance with the 

              19      schematic drawings that they are submitting as 

              20      part of the ULURP application.  And you might 

              21      have heard earlier in some of the previous 



              22 discussions that there's concern about 

              23      protecting the integrity of the design 

              24 throughout the process it goes through, design 

              25      and whatever happens in the future. 
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               2                   So I guess I would just ask in your 

               3      professional opinion as an architect as you're 

               4      representing the AIA, what do you think are some 

               5      of the critical issues?  I mean we have talked 

               6      about height massing, tower top form, materials, 

               7      lighting.  I mean, you know, there's probably 

               8      degree of interpretation about what is 

               9      substantial. 

              10                   (Inaudible) 

              11                   MR. BELL:  But before coming into 

              12      the room to hear all the testimony in the 

              13      presentation, I had the opportunity to talk with 

              14      the authors of the building about what makes a 

              15      skyscraper significant.  And even with an 

              16      architect as distinguished as Jean Nouvel at the 

              17      table, we were talking about the basis of 

              18      skyscraper design being the writings say of 

              19      Louis Sullivan.  And maybe Carol Willis will 

              20      talk more eloquently about that.  But a tower 

              21      has a base, it has a middle, and it has a top. 



              22      And I think what we have often forgotten since 

              23      the twenties in New York is the top.  Shel 

              24      Silverstein says that the bottom ought to be 

              25      forgotten.  But the quality as identified by the 
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               2      Commission, by its Chair earlier, is all 

               3      important.  The materiality is certainly 

               4      important. 

               5                   What a short three minute 

               6      presentation of the project doesn't do justice 

               7      to in my opinion is how it links to the complex 

               8      of buildings that have evolved over time at the 

               9      Museum of Modern Art campus, and how it's more 

              10      than just the connection of the floor levels, 

              11      which is important on the third, fourth and 

              12      fifth floor levels as identified, but also 

              13      volumetrically how buildings spiral around the 

              14      garden, how the garden as a collective gathering 

              15      spot is protected, not shadowed by this 

              16      building. 

              17                   And, you know, we, as I said in my 

              18      testimony, were very much concerned that we 

              19      didn't see enough previously at the base. 

              20      There's more there now, there could still be 

              21      more.  And I would say that that locking in, you 



              22      know, so there is a discrete point potential 

              23      that other developers and other buildings may 

              24      have had to do a switch where you're promised 

              25      one thing and something else happens.  If that's 
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               2      the concern, I think what we have seen today 

               3      together and probably what you've probably seen 

               4      at staff level in more detail and what you've 

               5      seen in private review is what to lock in at 

               6      this height. 

               7                   You know, we are in a very low 

               8      building in Greenwich Village but we go down 

               9      1,250 feet below ground with our geothermal 

              10      system, as you all know.  And it's not that 

              11      great a height when it's slender; if you have an 

              12      eight inch pipe.  The building, as was said, 

              13      it's slender.  It's not as clunky and chunky as 

              14      it might have been.  That has to be locked in. 

              15      The site locks it in.  The slenderness ratio 

              16      makes it a very different proposition. 

              17                   I'll stop there. 

              18                   THE CHAIR:  Thanks so much, really 

              19      good to see you. 

              20                   Anthony Borelli, to be followed by 

              21      Carol Van Guilder and then Marion Pearce and 



              22      Michael Reichman. 

              23                   MR. BORELLI:  Good afternoon.  My 

              24      name is Anthony Borelli.  I'm the director of 

              25      land use planning and development for Manhattan 
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               2      Borough President Scott Stringer. 

               3                   As you know, the site is currently 

               4      unbuilt.  It's prime real estate, and the 

               5      borough president thinks it is an appropriate 

               6      site for new development.  In reviewing the 

               7      application before you today, our office took a 

               8      technical approach, recognizing that a large 

               9 building could be built on that site and 

              10      probably would be sooner or later. 

              11                   The site is located in the heart of 

              12      the Midtown Central Business District.  It's 

              13      part of a very large zoning lot with very 

              14      complicated zoning regulations.  In that 

              15      district, the zoning districts that apply to the 

              16      lot allow relatively high densities; eight FAR, 

              17      ten FAR, twelve FAR and fifteen FAR.  These are 

              18      the highest densities in the city.  And, as a 

              19      result, the proposed tower is quite tall.  This 

              20      is a function of the underlying zoning 

              21      districts, but also it's also tall because the 



              22      project would tap special permits that allow 

              23      bulk waivers and transfer of development rights 

              24      from a landmark building if certain findings are 

              25      met. 
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               2          The waivers that are requested 

               3      would result in improved design over the 

               4      as-of-right envelope.  They would have minimal 

               5      adverse impacts according to the EIS or the 

               6      Draft EIS, and I encourage the Commission and 

               7      City Planning staff to investigate the questions 

               8      regarding the draft EIS and how it was completed 

               9      before it is finalized.  . 

              10                   But also I also want to note to CB 

              11      5 the Borough President agrees with the 

              12      sentiment of CB 5 as they wrote in their 

              13      resolution the waivers would in fact enhance the 

              14      beauty and practicality of the building. 

              15                   The project is a very large 

              16      project.  It's tall.  It will create and 

              17      contribute to problems at the street level, 

              18      which already suffers from a lot of vehicular 

              19      and pedestrian traffic.  This is especially 

              20      important given that one of the waivers is for 

              21      the amount of pedestrian circulation space that 



              22      the project should provide.  So the Borough 

              23      President would agree that the special permit 

              24      applications or the application meets the 

              25      requirements only if the developer and MoMA 
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               2      follow through on the commitments they have made 

               3      in writing to the Borough President. 

               4      Specifically they have committed to be part, an 

               5      active member of a construction task force that 

               6      would involve city agencies and the local 

               7      community board as well as block association 

               8      members to address construction related impacts. 

               9                   The tower, they have committed to 

              10      active frontages on both 53rd Street and West 

              11      54th Street, allowing access from both streets. 

              12      They have committed to make meaningful efforts 

              13      to control and shorten lines, patron lines, and 

              14      to control bus loading and unloading activities 

              15      for both students and tourists. 

              16                   (Bell rung) 

              17                   MR. BORELLI:  And, lastly, they 

              18      have agreed to restrict the development in 

              19      certain meaningful ways in order to minimize the 

              20      intense active use, namely, restrict the number 

              21      of residential units and the number of hotel 



              22      units far below what is allowed as-of-right. 

              23      They have committed to kind of shrink wrap the 

              24      design.  So we can expect something that a final 

              25      project similar to what we have seen. 
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               2                   Lastly, they have agreed to limit 

               3      the amount of total commercial space, again to 

               4      limit the overall activity.  For all of those 

               5 reasons, the Borough President has issued a 

               6      recommendation of conditional support. 

               7                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you very much, 

               8      and thank you for speaking on behalf of the 

               9      Borough President as well for your thoughtful 

              10      response on the importance of the special 

              11      application. 

              12                   MR. BORELLI:  Thank you. 

              13                   THE CHAIR:  Carol Van Guilder, 

              14      followed by Michael Reichman. 

              15                   MS. VAN GUILDER:  My name is Carol 

              16      Van Guilder.  I'm a member of the Real Estate 

              17      Board of New York.  And we support the 53 West 

              18      53rd Street project and the zoning application 

              19      based on Sections 74-711 and 74-79 of the zoning 

              20      resolution. 

              21                   As you know, this proposal would 



              22      allow the construction of a new mixed use 

              23      building in midtown, the expansion of important 

              24      art space, and the continued restoration and 

              25      maintenance of landmark buildings, the St. 
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               2      Thomas Church and University Club.  This project 

               3      really is a wonderful example of how historic 

               4      preservation and new development can work 

               5      together to the benefit of everyone. 

               6                   As you know, landmark designation 

               7      brings practical limitations to the owner to 

               8      making enlargements, especially in an area where 

               9      the zoning regulations allow high density 

              10      buildings.  And to address these conflicts with 

              11      bulk requirements of zoning and what's 

              12      appropriate for landmark, back in the 1960s the 

              13      city enacted the special permits to facilitate 

              14      exactly this kind of creative use of space.  And 

              15      we believe that this application is a proper use 

              16      of these special permits. 

              17                   And this is located in midtown. 

              18      This is a place where we should welcome 

              19      creatively designed skyscrapers such as this 

              20      building designed by architect Jean Nouvel. 

              21      It's harmonious and will be an exciting and 



              22      stunning addition to the area, and I think it's 

              23      really exciting that the city is attracting this 

              24      kind of architecture and important design.  And 

              25      I think that's been a goal of the City and this 
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               2      Commission to really attract wonderful design. 

               3      So we are excited about that. 

               4                   And the waivers will have actually 

               5      very minimal impacts compared to the as-of-right 

               6      designs, and will have an added benefit of 

               7      moving away from the Midtown Preservation Zoning 

               8      District.  It will benefit the four 

               9      not-for-profits, MoMA, the American Folk Art 

              10      Museum, University Club and St. Thomas.  But it 

              11      will benefit the City as a whole through 

              12      construction related and permanent employment as 

              13      well as new tax revenue.  It meets the findings 

              14      of the zoning special permits, and has already 

              15      been approved by the Landmarks Commission.  They 

              16      have studied the maintenance plans and the 

              17      relation between the MoMA tower and the 

              18      landmarks, and they have found it harmonious and 

              19      that there's no negative impacts on the 

              20      landmarks.  And, in fact, it's a high benefit to 

              21      the maintenance of the landmarks. 



              22                   So we urge you to approve the 

              23      project.  It will bring benefits to midtown, 

              24      it's appropriate to midtown and it will bring 

              25      benefits to the city as a whole.  Thank you. 
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               2                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you.  Thank you 

               3      for your testimony. 

               4                   Marion Pearce? 

               5                   (No response) 

               6                   THE CHAIR:  Michael Reichman?  And 

               7      after Mr. Reichman Dan Pasquini, John Dorman, I 

               8      think, and Carol Willis. 

               9                   MR. REICHMAN:  Well, what can I 

              10      say, I mean it's twenty to three.  I think it's 

              11      all been said.  I should just take this page and 

              12      just throw it away. 

              13                   I'm speaking on behalf of the 

              14      tower.  I work for worked for many years as an 

              15      architectural photographer all over the world. 

              16      And I was born and raised here, and I hope to 

              17      spend the rest of my days here. 

              18                   And to sort of paraphrase and to 

              19      add to what the tall lady in red with the gray 

              20      hair said about, you know, all this stuff and 

              21      growth, and this is New York City, people.  I 



              22      mean this is midtown Manhattan.  This is an 

              23      incredible building by an incredible architect. 

              24                   And I'll just read one paragraph 

              25      about what I would have said if I had been 
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               2      first, but since everybody said everything 

               3  anyway, unfortunately -- the term, the 

               4      architectural term international style had its 

               5      origins from the catalog by Hitchcock and 

               6      Johnson written to record the exhibition of 

               7      modern architecture held at the Museum of Modern 

               8      Art, you ready for this, in 1932, a few years 

               9      after MoMA was formed.  MoMA has always been the 

              10      guiding light in architecture and design and in 

              11      art in this city.  And all over the world.  And 

              12      in fact people come from all over the world to 

              13      see this stuff. 

              14                   And unfortunately it was only a 

              15      matter of time for the pure and pristine look of 

              16      the early buildings by Mies Van Der Rohe, the 

              17      Seagram building and Eero Saarinen, the Black 

              18      Rock, the CBS building on Sixth Avenue, and they 

              19      were compromised and adulterated by the bottom 

              20      liners, who only saw the style of unornamented 

              21      simplicity as a way to save money.  Ergo, we 



              22      have an array of cookie cutter cereal boxes. 

              23                   And this is New York, people.  This 

              24      is midtown Manhattan.  We build skyscrapers 

              25      here.  And the building is going to be built in 
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               2      any event.  And whether it's going to taller or 

               3      shorter, it will be, the Jean Nouvel building 

               4      will be built and everyone in the city and in 

               5      fact everyone all over the world will benefit 

               6      from coming to this area to see this building 

               7      and to see the art and to have a good time. 

               8      Thank you. 

               9                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              10                   Dan Pasquini.  And then John 

              11      Dorman. 

              12                   MR. PASQUINI:  Hi.  I just wanted 

              13      to clarify that I am speaking in opposition.  I 

              14      don't know if I checked the wrong box. 

              15                   THE CHAIR:  No, you checked -- so 

              16      if you can just wait a minute. 

              17                   MR. PASQUINI:  Sure. 

              18                   THE CHAIR:  You were put in the 

              19      wrong pile, I am sorry. 

              20                   John Dorman and then Kathleen 

              21      Murray. 



              22                   MR. DORMAN:  Madam Chair, Vice 

              23      Chair, Commissioners, thank you.  My name is 

              24      John Dorman.  And I'm the general manager of the 

              25      University Club of New York City. 
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               2                   We are enthusiastic about the 

               3      transfer and happy that the money gained will 

               4      help us continue to preserve our building.  The 

               5      Wade Steward (phonetic) is one of the finest 

               6      landmarks in the city.  The University Club is a 

               7      McKim, Mead & White construction, and it is 

               8      really considered one of the finest landmarks in 

               9      New York.  And we respect our responsibility to 

              10      maintain it.  We worked hard to keep the 

              11      building in first class condition.  As a matter 

              12      of fact, in just the past few years we have done 

              13      a full facade project which would ran the range 

              14      of seven million dollars.  And actually every 

              15      year we spend between two and four million 

              16      dollars a year on the building.  So we have done 

              17      a lot to keep the building in good order. 

              18                   However, there's much more to do. 

              19      And in fact there's restrictive declaration 

              20      which requires us to do the work in the next few 

              21      years with Landmarks Commission, and our 



              22      restoration architect, Jonathan Rable 

              23      (phonetic), has identified several needs that 

              24      have come up.  There's window repair, street 

              25      vault repair, there's roofing and flashing 
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               2      repair.  Some significant work to the facade. 

               3                   Additionally, there's support 

               4      systems in the club that will need to be 

               5      addressed in the next few years.  Mechanical 

               6      systems and fire suppression systems, the 

               7      building management systems, as well as improved 

               8      energy systems.  So all of these are projects 

               9      that we see coming up in just the next few 

              10      years. 

              11                   So we have also developed a very 

              12      comprehensive building maintenance plan with the 

              13      Landmarks Preservation Commission and will be 

              14      required to fulfill that if this transfer goes 

              15      through.  And it will help us maintain the 

              16      building for generations to come. 

              17                   So being the manager of a building 

              18      that's more than 110 years old, we're very 

              19      excited about the opportunity to maintain the 

              20      building going forward.  It is in constant need 

              21      of repair.  It's a landmark, so it requires 



              22      different and more expensive scrutiny, and we 

              23      recognize that. 

              24                   So with that I thank you for the 

              25      time. 
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               2                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you.  Thank you 

               3      for coming to testify.  Karen Phillips has a 

               4      question for you. 

               5                   MR. DORMAN:  Certainly. 

               6                   COMM. PHILLIPS:  I just, I guess 

               7      you haven't transferred any of your development 

               8      rights, I mean rights before in terms of museum 

               9      tower or any of the other projects? 

              10                   MR. DORMAN:  Not that I am aware 

              11      of. 

              12                   COMM. PHILLIPS:  Okay.  And but 

              13      before this, if this transfer does not go 

              14      through, your club and your members will be 

              15      responsible for doing those repairs regardless? 

              16                   MR. DORMAN:  Yes.  There are 

              17      several provisions within the declaration with 

              18      the Landmarks Preservation Commission which talk 

              19      to some of the repairs I have discussed as well 

              20      as a long term maintenance plan that we'll have 

              21      to revisit I think it's annually, three years 



              22      and five years.  There's all different dates 

              23      within the plan. 

              24                   COMM. PHILLIPS:  And over a hundred 

              25      years of operations your operations have always 
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               2      been covered by the members without any outside 

               3      financial generally? 

               4                   MR. DORMAN:  We -- I don't know 

               5      that I can speak too much -- 

               6                   COMM. PHILLIPS:  Oh, okay. 

               7                   MR. DORMAN:  -- prior to twelve 

               8      years.  I've been the manager for twelve years. 

               9      But there's also a foundation that helps with 

              10      the facade. 

              11                   COMM. PHILLIPS:  Thank you. 

              12                   MR. DORMAN:  You're welcome. 

              13                   THE CHAIR:  Thanks again. 

              14                   MR. DORMAN:  Thank you very much. 

              15                   Kathleen Murray, to be followed by 

              16      Carol Willis, then Adam Weinberg. 

              17                   MS. MURRAY:  So, Madam Chair, 

              18      members of the New York City Planning 

              19      Commission, I'm glad to be here.  Thank you for 

              20      giving me this opportunity to speak in favor of 

              21      the project. 



              22                   My husband Allan and I have a home 

              23      in Westchester, but we also have two apartments 

              24      for expansion and to live there in our 

              25      retirement at the Rockefeller Apartments located 
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               2      at 24 West 55th street.  I spend most weekdays 

               3      in the city now due to my work.  We are also 

               4      members of the Museum of Modern Art and Al is a 

               5      member of the University Club. 

               6                   We believe the proposed tower at 53 

               7      West 53rd Street and the related expansion of 

               8      MoMA would serve as a dynamic addition to the 

               9      New York City landscape and is definitely worthy 

              10      of your full support at this critical juncture 

              11      in New York City's history.  We believe that if 

              12      built this iconic tower will make major 

              13      contributions to the midtown rich architectural 

              14      heritage and our skyline, as well as to the 

              15      regents economy and culture assets. 

              16                   MoMA has made good use of the 

              17      current vacant lot and maintained it well. 

              18      However, the building and the planned ground 

              19      level usage will be an added addition to the 

              20      neighborhood.  Like midtown itself, I believe 

              21      the tower appears to seamlessly blend the 



              22      residential areas, the hotel rooms, the 

              23      restaurant and the MoMA.  I think it will be a 

              24      very vivid streetscape thing. 

              25                   For New York and our visitors the 
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               2      tower will serve as a bold statement about our 

               3      competence in the future and stimulus for the 

               4      overall economy by creating thousands of jobs. 

               5      I believe the project comes at an important time 

               6      and offers a great many benefits to the city and 

               7      its residents as well as to our neighborhood. 

               8                   After examining the project I hope 

               9      you draw the same conclusions and I believe it 

              10      is just so much better than another box in 

              11      midtown.  Thank you. 

              12                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              13                   Carol Willis?  I know you're not 

              14      Carol Willis. 

              15                   AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I'm not Carol 

              16      Willis.  Carol had to go and asked me to read 

              17      her testimony.  I don't know if that's -- 

              18                   THE CHAIR:  You should probably 

              19      just give it to her. 

              20                   AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Fine. 

              21                   THE CHAIR:  And then we'll read it, 



              22      but thanks, I appreciate your bringing her 

              23      testimony with you. 

              24                   Is Adam Weinberg here? 

              25                   A VOICE:  He had to leave. 
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               2                   THE CHAIR:  That's okay. 

               3                   Alex Toplansky?  And then Lynn 

               4      Harrison. 

               5                   MR. TOPLANSKY:  Good afternoon, 

               6      Chair and Commissioners. 

               7                   We stand inside the greatest 

               8      monument to human resilience, genius and 

               9      inspiration ever constructed.  E.B. White 

              10      famously said that if America were a village, 

              11      New York would be its church spire. 

              12                   Our spire is beginning to show its 

              13      age.  In this time of trials, this time of 

              14      trials has derailed our efforts to remain 

              15      unique, authentic and world class.  Every day 

              16      another beautifully rendered pit in the ground 

              17      goes fallow, and one of our remaining wonders 

              18      becomes a caricature of itself.  We have in our 

              19      hands a project that is authentic in every way, 

              20      which would stand as one of our city's greatest 

              21      achievements for generations to come.  It would 



              22      bring much needed energy to our tourism market, 

              23      job market, civic pride, community vibrance and 

              24      architectural standing. 

              25                   Tower Verre is particularly 
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               2      important as a building that can be built, 

               3      financed and fully occupied and realized during 

               4      this difficult time.  How Mayor Bloomberg, Larry 

               5      Silverstein and the PA wish they could say the 

               6      same thing right now. 

               7                   Would we really have a clear 

               8      conscience as a city if we crush one of our only 

               9      pending visionary developments that can be built 

              10      which provides us with such terrific public 

              11      benefits and desperately needed capital for 

              12      several institutions and the city itself.  Do 

              13      not allow the myopic immediate paranoia of a few 

              14      to march this city towards a homogenous, 

              15      uninspired landscape of generic America that it 

              16      failed to create an identity in this 

              17      extraordinary city and extraordinary time.  Make 

              18      no mistake that if Tower Verre is not 

              19      constructed, a suburbanized Carl Fisher box or a 

              20      shanty town and stick will be its substitute, 

              21      while a progressive developer from a place like 



              22      Chengdu or Riyadh will execute Mr. Nouvel's 

              23      visionary design and leave New York one step 

              24      closer to being a ruined acropolis and not a 

              25      thriving church spire.  Thank you. 
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               2                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

               3                   Next is Lynn Harrison. 

               4                   MS. HARRISON:  Good afternoon.  My 

               5      name is Lynn Harrison.  I have been a volunteer 

               6      at the Museum of Modern Art since 2003, and in 

               7      my current assignment for about four years. 

               8                   I volunteer with gallery talks, 

               9      assisting the museum lecturer with practical 

              10      needs, distributing personal listening devices 

              11      to visitors to augment the lecturer's voice, and 

              12      keeping the group together throughout the tour. 

              13                   MoMA's lecturers hold advanced 

              14      degrees in art history, and I feel fortunate to 

              15      here them speak on the museum's collection and 

              16      special exhibitions.  The discussions that are 

              17      initiated during the tours are fantastic. 

              18                   It is not only the art works on 

              19      display that provoke discussions, but each 

              20      individual's personal knowledge or lack of 

              21      knowledge about each specific piece that adds to 



              22      the human dynamic of a guided tour.  While 

              23      assembling and waiting for the lecturer to 

              24      begin, we learn where the visitors are from. 

              25      Australia, Canada, Oklahoma and Texas, 
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               2      Argentina, Germany, the far reaches of the 

               3      globe.  It is quite clear that visitors want 

               4      contact and interaction with others while at 

               5      MoMA.  As we move through the galleries, it is a 

               6      time to share.  How many times have I been told 

               7      that at the end of a lecture that, quote, this 

               8      is the only way to see the museum, unquote.  I 

               9      have to agree.  Why not have an informed view of 

              10      what is in front of you. 

              11                   There is something else about just 

              12      strolling through MoMA.  Gallery after gallery 

              13      unfolds with more wonders.  Sometimes the 

              14      wonders are too well liked to be seen the way 

              15      people prefer.  What is to be done when everyone 

              16      wishes to gaze at Van Gogh's Starry Night or 

              17      Monet's Water Lilies, and desires the experience 

              18      of standing in front of a work hugely famous? 

              19      What about the many works currently in storage, 

              20      MoMA's many works currently in storage, unable 

              21      to be viewed because of limited space?  How 



              22      wonderful it would be to have thirty percent 

              23      more space to exhibit MoMA's treasures. 

              24      Consider Rosenquist's F-111 painting, a whole 

              25      room, which is a reflection of American life, or 
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               2 Richard Serra's Intersection II?  Again, 

               3      tremendous.  These are important and physically 

               4      sizable works of art.  Space is required to 

               5      place them on view for New Yorkers and 

               6      out-of-towners alike to see. 

               7                   The Museum of Modern art was 

               8      conceived in New York City to expose Americans 

               9      to new directions in art taking place in 

              10      European culture centers.  Since that time New 

              11      York has become the center of the art world. 

              12      Now, the world is the arena.  But still visitors 

              13      come to New York to view what new is happening. 

              14      MoMA must make space to allow accessibility for 

              15      every visitor to compare, contrast and 

              16      experience these new ideas, whatever their 

              17      scale, large or small. 

              18                   (Bell rung) 

              19                   MS. HARRISON:  Okay.  Well, I just 

              20      wanted to mention that in addition to the 

              21      benefits of MoMA -- well, I wanted to mention 



              22      that I live twenty blocks north of the Museum of 

              23      Modern Art.  And walking south along Central 

              24      Park or riding on the bus in the winter, the 

              25      outlines of the hotels and the business 
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               2      buildings of Central Park South, 57th Street and 

               3      below carve a distinct and inimitable silhouette 

               4      against the sky.  And how wonderful it would be 

               5      to have the Nouvel building as part of that 

               6      skyline and to know the treasures within.  Thank 

               7      you. 

               8                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you so much.  If 

               9      you could leave your testimony it would be very 

              10      nice to read it. 

              11                   MS. HARRISON:  Okay, sure.  Thanks. 

              12                   THE CHAIR:  Dan Pasquini.  Then 

              13      Lawrence Geoghegan and Meile Rockefeller. 

              14                   MR. PASQUINI:  Thank you.  I'm in 

              15      the right half now, right? 

              16                   THE CHAIR:  Yes. 

              17                   MR. PASQUINI:  Thank you. 

              18                   THE CHAIR:  I think there's not too 

              19      many left. 

              20                   MR. PASQUINI:  My name is Dan 

              21      Pasquini and I am here on behalf of City 



              22      Councilman Dan Garodnick, who represents the 

              23      area just north of the development site, 

              24      beginning on 54th Street.  And I will be reading 

              25      his testimony. 
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               2                   Thank you for the opportunity to 

               3 testify.  Though I will go into some detail 

               4      below about the many concerns I have with this 

               5      project, ultimately I hope it is you who will be 

               6      able to tell me how this project is an example 

               7      of sound planning. 

               8                   The size of this proposed building, 

               9      which will be as tall as the Empire State 

              10 Building, and its location, without direct 

              11      access to an avenue or wide street, warrant 

              12      caution about any action that could overwhelm 

              13      this neighborhood or create a destructive 

              14      planning precedent.  I hope you will exercise 

              15      such caution. 

              16                   The proposed tower's design 

              17      represents a shrewd accumulation of air rights 

              18      and development waivers that by themselves do 

              19      not seem to present grave impacts.  However, the 

              20      culmination of the developer's vision is to 

              21      place the tallest building in New York City onto 



              22      a plot that lies partially in the low rise 

              23      Special Midtown Preservation Subdistrict.  We 

              24      have heard from the developer why this is a 

              25      desirable outcome.  But I ask you as the City's 
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               2      planning body to justify this contradictory 

               3      scenario.  In that vein, while it is broader 

               4      than today's discussion, I encourage you to 

               5 study the appropriateness of vast air rights 

               6      transfers made possible through zoning lot 

               7      mergers, and whether they should be limited in 

               8      any way to preserve contextural development. 

               9                   Regarding the matter at hand, I 

              10      recognize that the applications before you are 

              11      complex and abstract.  Air rights transfers, 

              12      waivers for rear yard equivalents that begin at 

              13      an elevation of 177 feet, the placement of bulk 

              14      that is the result of merged super lots that 

              15      have not yet been merged, and so forth.  Despite 

              16      this complexity, or perhaps because of it, I 

              17      look to you for a clear explanation of this 

              18      project's planning principles, and for 

              19      thoughtful solutions that will mitigate any 

              20      negative effects. 

              21                   In his recommendation, the borough 



              22      president did well to identify pedestrian 

              23      traffic, truck deliveries, bus traffic and the 

              24      various noise and environmental issues that come 

              25      with them as key concerns, particularly on West 
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               2      54th Street.  While both 53rd and 54th Streets 

               3      are designated through streets by the Department 

               4      of Transportation, 54th bears the vast majority 

               5      of the deliveries and bus traffic that serves 

               6      MoMA, to the detriment of residents.  Pedestrian 

               7      flow on 54th Street is interrupted by activity 

               8      at the six loading docks on the block between 

               9      Fifth and Sixth Avenues.  Currently only about 

              10      half of those deliveries are handled through its 

              11      loading bays.  The rest are either done 

              12      curbside, or outside the bays, blocking sidewalk 

              13      access.  Surely there is a better answer than a 

              14      new curb cut and loading bay to accommodate 

              15      deliveries to the proposed building. 

              16                   My office continues to receive 

              17      complaints about buses visiting MoMA that park 

              18      or idle on 54th Street in defiance of city law 

              19      and of the museum's earnest attempts to relocate 

              20      them away from the area after dropping off their 

              21      passengers.  Yet it is reasonable to believe 



              22      that bus trips to the museum, along with 

              23      pedestrian traffic, will increase with MoMA's 

              24      expansion, much as they did with the 2005 

              25 expansion that brought some 2,250 additional 
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               2      visitors per day. 

               3                   (Bell rung) 

               4                   MR. PASQUINI:  The nature and 

               5      cumulative effects of all this activity on the 

               6      south side of 54th Street. 

               7                   THE CHAIR:  Do you want to 

               8      conclude, we'll read the testimony. 

               9                   MR. PASQUINI:  Thank you.  In 

              10      conclusion, I do strongly encourage you to 

              11      enliven 54th Street for pedestrians, to consider 

              12      this project holistically, and we look forward 

              13      to the recommendations. 

              14                   THE CHAIR:  Thanks. 

              15                   Lawrence Geoghegan and then Meile 

              16      Rockefeller. 

              17                   MR. GEOGHEGAN:  How you doing?  I'm 

              18      a little nervous, so forgive me, all right? 

              19                   My name is Lawrence Geoghegan.  I'm 

              20      the superintendent of 45 West 54th Street.  So 

              21      you can say I'm in the firing line of all the 



              22      trucks idling and all the people coming back and 

              23      forth. 

              24                   I'm going to ask you to take into 

              25      consideration that the amount of traffic, we 
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               2      have a no standing zone in front of our building 

               3      which is constantly blocked off.  We have a 

               4      loading dock to our left, a loading dock across 

               5      the street, which is Financial Times, the other 

               6      one is 1350, and we have three loading docks 

               7      from MoMA.  That's without the traffic, people 

               8      coming in taxis, that's without all sorts of 

               9      people, you know, visiting on the streets with 

              10      school buses.  Sometimes you just got to say 

              11      enough is enough with the traffic. 

              12                   I'm not saying -- you know, it's 

              13      going to be a good development for the area, but 

              14      someone is going to get hurt there and then it's 

              15      going to be too late then.  I have seen trucks 

              16      going into the parking lot driving up onto the 

              17      sidewalk, backing into the parking lot.  So I 

              18      just ask you to, the noise and everything, 

              19      that's New York, but just for safety reasons 

              20      that look into the fact that there's a lot of 

              21      traffic and a lot of idling trucks and stuff 



              22      like that that goes on. 

              23                   Thank you for your time. 

              24                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you for coming. 

              25                   Meile Rockefeller and Rita Sue 
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               2      Siegel. 

               3                   MS. ROCKEFELLER:  Thank you, good 

               4      afternoon.  My name is Meile Rockefeller.  I'm a 

               5      member of Community Board 5.  I am also a 

               6      resident of 53rd Street, but I am here in my 

               7      capacity as a Community Board 5 member to 

               8      present their resolution. 

               9                   At our meeting in June of this year 

              10      Community Board 5 voted overwhelmingly to 

              11      recommend the denial of the special permits for 

              12      the transfer of air rights under Section 74-79 

              13      and 74-711.  We specifically did not take a 

              14      position on, as I believe Dan mentioned earlier 

              15      or Anthony on the waivers related to the 

              16      application. 

              17                   The primary reason for the 

              18      Community Board's concern is the scale of this 

              19      building.  The proposal as it's constituted 

              20      today is for an iconic destination building of 

              21      great height.  It's been compared to the 



              22      Chrysler Building, the Empire State Building, 30 

              23      Rockefeller Plaza, the Bank of America building. 

              24        All of those buildings are located 

              25      on avenues.  Most of those buildings are also 
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               2      located on wide side streets.  That is the 

               3      location that seems the most appropriate to the 

               4      Community Board for this kind of iconic 

               5      destination tower.  A narrow mid block site 

               6      cannot exist in that kind of isolated splendor. 

               7      It's an integral part of the community that 

               8      surrounds it.  This community is made up of 

               9      commercial towers, 40 and 50 stories, a 

              10      residential tower, and residential buildings 

              11      varying from townhouses to fifteen, sixteen 

              12      stories.  It seems that the very scale of this 

              13      building in that fabric, which you cannot get 

              14      away from, means it really cannot meet the 

              15      standards required under the zoning resolution 

              16      for Section 79-71 and 79 -- 74-79, excuse me. 

              17                   We do appreciate, however, the fact 

              18      that a number of elected officials, particularly 

              19      the borough president have worked very hard to 

              20      help build a relationship between MoMA and the 

              21      community.  We are forward in the hopes that 



              22      this will be created to a relationship where the 

              23      applicant can help smooth the development 

              24      process of any building that goes up in this 

              25      location, and that MoMA on an ongoing and 
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               2      genuine basis can work with the community to 

               3      mitigate the number of patrons waiting on the 

               4      street taking up street space, numbers of buses 

               5      idling, the numbers of vendors, illegal vendors 

               6      selling goods on the street, and the disruption 

               7      of the loading docks that you've heard about 

               8      before. 

               9                   Thank you. 

              10                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              11                   Rita Sue Siegel?  And Deborah Steel 

              12      and Mrs. Clyde Butler. 

              13                   MS. SIEGEL:  Hi.  I'm the vice 

              14      president of the West 54-55th Street Block 

              15      Association. 

              16                   In my thinking about this project 

              17      I've concluded that it's a very old fashioned 

              18      one.  This is the Obama era.  This is not the 

              19      time to build a monument to greed and narcisism. 

              20      The scale of the MoMA/Hines project reeks of 

              21      pre-crash money and the cynicism of the Bush 



              22      era.  We have been to the brink of catastrophic 

              23      meltdown and the disastrous loss of public and 

              24      private funds. 

              25                   New Yorkers have expressed their 
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               2      eagerness to participate in making the future 

               3      better than the past and making a more livable 

               4      city.  People are bicycling to work, they're 

               5      learning about sustainability and environmental 

               6      responsibility, they continue to gentrify old 

               7      neighborhoods.  The last election demonstrated 

               8      their willingness to invest in building a better 

               9      world. 

              10        City Planning has to do its part in 

              11      nudging along the process of making the city 

              12      more livable, environmentally responsible, and 

              13      focused on the people who live in it.  One way 

              14      is to explain the obvious to MoMA/Hines.  The 

              15      Nouvel building is inappropriate to the site 

              16      they want to fit it into.  This is not an issue 

              17      of aesthetics.  It's an issue of doing the right 

              18      thing.  In Paris most of the out of scale 

              19      buildings are in an area just outside of the 

              20      city.  It's a beautiful place with elegant 

              21      interesting tall buildings.  Most other 



              22      neighborhoods in Paris retain their low scale 

              23      buildings, which makes it such a charming and 

              24      beautiful place to live, work or visit. 

              25                   We want the same thing for our 
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               2      special preservation subdistrict, and we want 

               3      MoMA/Hines to comply with the spirit of what 

               4      that means.  The subdistrict may not be 

               5 enforceable by strong zoning law, but it is 

               6      enforceable by the law of public opinion.  Let 

               7      the architect design a smaller building that 

               8      adds to the visual and culture landscape, 

               9      provides enough space for additional MoMA 

              10      galleries, a small hotel, some residences, and 

              11      is appropriate for the residential neighborhood 

              12      on West 53rd and 54th Street and the adjacent 

              13      block. 

              14                   Don't sacrifice our quality of life 

              15      to others' greed or ego.  We recommend that the 

              16      City Planning Commission deny the special 

              17      permits. 

              18                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you very much. 

              19      Deborah Steel? 

              20                   A VOICE:  Deborah had to leave. 

              21                   THE CHAIR:  That's fine. 



              22                   Mrs. Clyde Butler? 

              23                   (No response) 

              24                   THE CHAIR:  Okay.  Kate Wood? 

              25      Michelle Hobart? 
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               2                   A VOICE:  I have Kate Wood's 

               3      testimony. 

               4                   THE CHAIR:  Oh, fine.  If you give 

               5      it to the secretary we'll be sure to read it. 

               6                   A VOICE:  Thank you. 

               7                   THE CHAIR:  Michelle Hobart? 

               8      Margaret A. Gillian?  Florence Barnet? 

               9                   A VOICE:  Florence Barnet, we just 

              10      wanted it to be noted that she was here. 

              11                   THE CHAIR:  Okay, so noted. 

              12                   Louis Giannuzzi? 

              13                   A VOICE:  He's not here. 

              14                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you. 

              15                   Helen Chirivas? 

              16                   MR. CHIRIVAS:  Yes. 

              17                   THE CHAIR:  Yes. 

              18                   MS. CHIRIVAS:  Good afternoon.  My 

              19      name is Helen Chirivas.  And I'm a lifelong New 

              20      Yorker.  I currently reside on Roosevelt Island. 

              21      And of course I've been preceded by so many 



              22      speakers, so learned and they have gone over the 

              23      issues very thoroughly.  I don't know how much I 

              24      can really add.  I'm just an ordinary person 

              25      with no particular expertise, although I did 
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               2      graduate from the Music and Art High School as a 

               3      fine art major many years ago. 

               4                   Thank you for giving me this 

               5      opportunity to voice my alarm at the scale of 

               6      the MoMA/Hines tower planned for West 53rd 

               7      Street.  If built as planned, the tower will 

               8      embody a nightmarish contortion of our rule of 

               9      law, including that which governs high-rise 

              10      development.  The tower will telegraph the 

              11      message that the City of New York is for sale to 

              12      the highest bidder.  That is, to the developer 

              13      with the means to retain the slickest lawyers 

              14      who intend to subvert our zoning laws and 

              15      regulations.  As we know, zoning law exists to 

              16      ensure appropriate development.  In the case of 

              17      MoMA/Hines building heights appropriate to side 

              18      streets.  As with all law, we must not permit 

              19      zoning laws to be twisted and flaunted so as to 

              20      provide the greatest return on investment to the 

              21      developer to the detriment of our city. 



              22                   France has given America many 

              23      wonderful cultural gifts such as the Statue of 

              24      Liberty in New York Harbor, which stands as a 

              25      beacon of hope to millions fleeing disorder and 
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               2      lawlessness worldwide.  Millions who come here 

               3      in search of a better life under our rule of 

               4      law.  Where they once lived in fear and 

               5      desperation, here they find security, fairness 

               6      and protection under our rule of law. 

               7                   Although our laws are constantly 

               8      evolving, they do so with the aim of approaching 

               9      a more rational balance where the powerless and 

              10      their rights are protected, especially when 

              11      under attack by vested and powerful interests. 

              12      This is the message of liberty to the world. 

              13                   But today, unless we act 

              14      decisively, a son of France, architect Jean 

              15      Nouvel, will instead give the U.S. a glass tower 

              16      symbolizing greed, the excessive height enabled 

              17      by the subversion of our laws.  After all, would 

              18      the city of Paris ever permit a building as out 

              19      of scale as the MoMA/Hines to be built within 

              20      one of the graceful arrondissements?  Of course 

              21      not.  Then why should the City of New York 



              22      accept it? 

              23                   Commissioner Burden, I call on you 

              24      and your commissioners to save our city and our 

              25      laws and decisively rule against MoMA/Hines as 
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               2      it is currently planned.  Thank you. 

               3                   THE CHAIR:  Thank you very much. 

               4                   The next speaker is Caroline Press. 

               5                   (No response) 

               6                   THE CHAIR:  Teddy Jeffersons? 

               7                   (No response) 

               8                   THE CHAIR:  Is there anyone who 

               9      would like to speak on this matter who has not 

              10      done so? 

              11                   (No response) 

              12                   THE CHAIR:  The record will remain 

              13      open for ten days to receive written comments on 

              14      the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.  And 

              15      the hearing is closed. 

              16                   (Time noted:  3:10 p.m.) 

              17 

              18 

              19 

              20 



              21 

              22 

              23 

              24 
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               2                  C E R T I F I C A T E 

               3 

               4 STATE OF NEW YORK        ) 
                                            )  SS: 
               5   COUNTY OF NEW YORK       ) 

               6 

               7 
                                   I, KARI L. REED, a Registered 
               8 

Professional Reporter (Stenotype) and Notary 
               9 
                      Public with and for the State of New York, do 
              10 
                      hereby certify: 
              11 
                                   I reported the proceedings in the 
              12 

within-entitled matter and that the within 
              13 
                      transcript is a true record of such proceedings. 
              14 
                                   I further certify that I am not 
              15 

related, by blood or marriage, to any of the 
              16 
                      parties in this matter and that I am in no way 
              17 
                      interested in the outcome of this matter. 
              18 

        IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto 
              19 
                      set my hand this _____ day of July, 2009. 
              20 

              21 



              22                           _________________________ 
                                               KARI L. REED, RPR 
              23 
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